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The big news in spec.ies this time around is the debut late last fall of Brian 
l>'J.athew's new book "The Iris" . Publisher, B.T. Bratsford Ltd . , London.~17.50. 
We'll have a detailed review of it in a future SIGNA, so all I will say now is that 
it's well wor~h having and liberally illustrated -with line drawings and both colour 
and black and white photographs. Species are described section by section, those .. in 
cultivation in detail, obscure ones from herbarium sheets . This includes at least 
two new ones I'd never heard of before ! Iris stainonii Hara, from Nepal (Subgenus 
Ne'[Xllensis) and Iris odaesanensis Lee from Korea (Series Chinensis) . Neither is in 
cultivation at present; add them to the list of things for gardens in the future . 

If you haven't seen the latest X Pardancanda Hybrids , look up a cop~ of the 
1982 seed catalogue from Geo . W. Park Seed Co. of Greenwood, S.C. They are featured 
in a 4" x 8" colour photo on the inside of the front cover under the name "Candy 
Lilies." I would certainly have preferred "Candy Iris'; but the flowers are shaped 
more like Blackberry Lilies than iris. Most seem to have the small three tipped 
style of Belamcartda rather than the typical iris style arms of Pardanthopsis. The 
colours are absolutely astonishing; unspotted whites, lemon yellows, apricots and 
orchids, yellow and purple bicolors, variously edged and eyed with constrasting 
colours, and Belamcanda type freckles in violet on lavender, rose on pink, brown on 
orange etc. I've sent for seed and will try valiantly to defend the seedlings from 
·sl_ugs; I just have t~ see those fabulous flowers for myself ! 

In other new developments, n·r. Egli writes from Switzerland of a tall branched, 
seven-flowere·d I . tectoriqn alba in the F2 generation from a cross of the Taiwan 
form with the short, few- flower.ea white. This is a fine example of the opportunity 
that awaits us in species breeding. I also want to call your 'attention again to 
the report that Series Ensata.e can be crossed with I. douglasiana. This .type of 
cross should have a lot to offer . I . Zactea is now the preferred name for all of 
the various Ensatae which have passed through our seed exchange as Ii . biglumis, 
fra.grans, iUensis, moorcroftiana, OXIJpetala:, pallasii triflora and ensatci chinensis. 
We have _quite a variety of CQlours and forms (though not necessarily a ,different one 
for every name), and we have lots of material of I. douglasiana, named clones and 
collected. So, please, those of you who are growing both series, try your best to 
set some HP seed for the seed exchange this spring! 

Again for the experiemtally minded and those who have "the Makings"; I. verna 
and I. unguicuZaris flowers bear considerable resemblance, Has anyone ever tried to 
cross these two? Probably not, since their bloon seasons do not overlap. So let's 
save some pollen and try to check that one out . I . verna is alleged to cross with 
I . '[XlZlida7 let's have some new trials in this direction too. Appendix C in 
"Garden Irises" is full of inter- series crosses just waiting to be tried againt 
let's do it! · 

The ~iiter winter just past points up anew how crucial it is that we gather and 
maintain bearded species collections--we need to perpetuate the gene pool of the 
wild kincrn-; ·for .... their contribution to disease resistance and hardiness that we may 
find ourselves needing desperately in the not too distant future . Who knows, there 
may be among them, some species that the borer can't stand the taste of-- think what 
a difference it would make if we could use it to breed borer resistant 1.all Bearded! 
We need to pay oore attention to the central Asiatic species of all kinds, to broaden 
the spectrum of species that will thrive in the colder parts of North America. 
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One of the more interesting requests for information which came our ~ay last 
year was from a pharmaceutical cc~pany in Australia, seeking rhizomes or seeds of 
several h>is ~pecies that are used in homeopathic medicine. We were able to send 
them seeds of Ii. tenax and versico'lor for their research. 

Req·uests for guidelines on the judging of species are becoming more and more 
frequent . This is a~ area SIGNA is going to try to address as an on-going project. 
Those of our membership who ere judges will be asked for their help soon. We need 
to gather info~ation on the problems of species judging and find what can be done 
to meet them. 

Let me remind you once again to make HP crosses and save seed for the seed 
exchange, to take a few slides for our slide collection, and if your local club 
hasn't had a program on species lately, borrow the slide set from Dorothy Hujsak 
and give one! We _hope to see a lot of you at Denver. 

***** 
ED: The foU01Jing information was supplied to Jean Witt by Mr>. Roy Pa:veZin of 

Martin & PZeasance Wholesale, 132 Dover St. , Richmond, Victoria, Australia. 
It was by way of repZy to the seruiing of seeds referred to above by Jean. .The word 
homoeopathy is also spelt as homeopathy if you are trying to find. it in the diot
ionary. The term was n~ to me but it seems homo means Zike or simi'lar and. the 
aonnection ia nicely explained by Mr>. Pavelin beZOIJ. 

Q';3EG OE' IRIS IN HOMOEOPl'~THY 

Homoeopathy is a system of medicine known to the ancient Greeks and revived 
by the German physician Dr. Samuel Hanne:nann in the early 19th century. It is based 
on the principal of "like cures Like". Tests are carried out on healthy persons 
using the remedy in v~rio~s dilutions and carefully noting all the systems produced 
in these healthy pers0~s. When the same systems are then observed in an ailing 
person, this person is treated with the remedy in diluted form. These dilutions or 
potencies are prepared in a special way which enhances the properties of the medicin~ 
so that ve~y little of the actual starting material is required to effect a cure. 
Medicines are prepared from over one thousand natural substances taken from the 
plant, ani.nv:11 a~d td.ne::::,.:.l kingdoms. Five species of iris are employed , the most 
commonly used species being Iris versicoZor. No remedy produces the same S}mpcoms 
as another re1:1edy ~nd it is very i:n:;,ortant that the starting _material used to prepare 
the remedy is exa~tly th,?. t ~ed for the original tests. 

Following are some of the most outstanding symptoms exhibited by persons who 
, -~~n be cured by the iris for which the symptoms are indicated. It is important to 

-note that persons should not experin~nt with the remedies but should consult a 
tr.a1ned Homopatb whA Li quaJtfi~~ to ryrescribe the ne~essary remedies . 

Iris fZorentina · deliriU1J1 and convulsions lasting for three months. Paralysis 
of the right side lasting five hours. Giddiness and violent headaches on awaking · 
in the morning, with the desire to vomit end diarr4oea. 

Iris foetidissima: headache and hernia. Burning senation in the mouth and · 
stomach, not relieved by cold water . Makes mistakes in writing and speaking (eg. 
puts "right' for "left" and vice versa). 

Iris germaniaa: dropsy and diarrhoea. Juice used externally ofr freckles. 
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Iris tena.x: burning sensation followed by dry mouth. Deadly senation at 
point of stomach. Gloomy, home-sick feeling. Burning in eyes without tears. Pain 
colll1llencing in the right eye and extending to the right half of the head. Vomits 
green fluid. Chill between 2 and 3 p.m. lasting for twenty minutes . (Early 
experiments carried out by Dr. G. Wigg of Portland, Oregon in 1885 . He called the 
plant Iris minor, which was a local name at that time) . 

Iris versicolor: affections of the thyroid salivary and intestinal glands. 
Especially useful in affections of the pancreas . ! Increases flow of bile. Sick 
headaches with nausea and ringing in the ears. Burning throat with profuse flow of 
saliva . Severe pain in the stomach is not relieved by cold water. 

***''c* 

HOLIDAY TO NEW ZBlUAND IN IRIS TH1lE 

Bltu.c.e. 1Uc.hafc.d6 on. 

The idea of a visit to New Zealand in iris time actually originated with my 
wife Alberta, as we read about the convention to be hcld at Invercargill. The time 
was ideal to escape a good chunk of our Canadian winter coming as it did at the end 
of November and as well Invercargill is so near the senic points of the South Islan~ . 
However I said a ~onth is far too short a time to plan a trip like this and to get 
in touch with our friends in both islands, so we had best plan on the following 
year and in the meantime find out all we can about the islands. 

The 1981 convention was to be held at Hastings, a city m:ld .. _., on the North 
Island and a mild climate (it's sister city Napier claims no more than 39 frosts a 
year), so we could expect to see some outstanding iris, especially species which 
cannot tolerate our severe winters here . So I asked the species iris members of N.Z . 
for advise on how to best plan a route for our trip and wound up with a pile of 
literature and advise, all of which proved useful and hardly any of it a duplicate. 
After meeting the New Zealanders, and I don 1 t refer here solely to our friends, it 
is no ·surprise to get this response, as whatever assets New Zealand may have, there 
is no doubt in my mind that the greatest is its people . I have never travelled 
anywhere where the people you met in all walks of life were so friendly . 

Jean and Hector Collins had invited us to come a few days early to visit with 
them and as well to coincide with that of Laverne and Ralph Conrad. We four 
arrived from Los Angeles the same day but not on the same plane, so we had a chance 
to met Hector at the Auckland airport and make our arrangements for the trip south to 
Tauranga. Incidently , Hector was easy to spot - he had a spuria iris in his l apel, 
and this was supposed to be spring; not mid-summer! 

As soon as the Conrads arrived we were all off to pick up our camperj which 
we were to live in for the next 32 days. Driving on the l eft that holiday weekend 
(labor day) was a new experience for me and I was hard put to keep up with Hect?r 
for the 150 miles to Tauranga. The _expressway a~. the start was not so bad as I was 
merely in the passing lane (at home) all the timt::, but when we all too soon hit the 
two lane roads it did seem queer to be in the "wr.)ng lane". However, we made it with
out incidence to the Collins lovely old home sEt just outside the city on several 
acres of orchard and nursery land . This is volcanic ash soil, some 700 feet deep 
Hector 'told me and Jean said it was hard to keep wet enough as water just ran 
through it. I still find it amazing that spuria and siberian iris would bloom 
before tall bearded and medians, although some of each were out at the same time . 
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This is sub-tropical cou.~try here as the Collins do grow and sell oranges and 
a kind of grapefruit almost like a large orange, so that may well account for 11out 
of season" bloom. It seemed like there were flower beds everywhere, as well as the 
large iris nursery and it was here I saw my first blooms of Ii. wattii and oonfusa. 
I thought these would be difficult to grow, but later we saw them in most of the 
private gardens we visited. Apparently the dryi~t soil, warm winters and hot summers 
suits them. In the afternoon of our second day ~t the .Collins (we slept the morning, 
after waking up at 2: 00 a.m., having breakfast and going back to bed) Hector drove 
us and t he Conrads around Tauranga, with the outstanding park being Ferguson Park 
set between the old harbor docks and yacht basin and several blocks of stores . It 
was only 100 feet wide but stretched for several blocks; perhaps a third of a mile 
At one end was a rockery and a replica oft e long canoes the first natives arrived in 
over 1000 years ago and at the other end a very large cacti. In between the land
scaped beds contained just about everything in full bloom except daffodils which 
had bloomed and the mums yet to come. It seemed odd to s ee tulips and snapdragons 
side by side both in full bloom. The "grass" too was unique, seeming to be a sort 
of moss like plant that was only an inch high, felt like a rug to walk on and only 
needed cutting once a month. 

· The country here, like so much of N. z. we saw later, is rolling hills which 
gracually merge into the mountain ranges. I figured the mountains started where the 
slope got too steep for sheep pasturing which meant over 45 or 60° and no soil. It 
was an experience to see some of these pastures running up hills of 500 to 1000 feet 
high, so deeply green and covered with as many as 2. thousand sheep, all nicely 
spaced over the slope. Where the soil was not volcanic debris it showed in the road 
cuts as tightly packed rocks with just enough hard clay to fill the spaces. Laid 
down when the islands were under water . The rivemare many but short and swift and 
carry the fine material out to sea . When the flow is low, as it was during most of 
our visit, river beds as much as a mile wide are covered with stones from boulders 
to gravel in size, all white and much like the terminal moraines below the glaciers. 

· The next couple of days Hector took us around the local area to see live Kiwi 
birds, a rare sight in the wild now, the Glowworm caverns, limestone caves where 
worms glow in the pitch dark to attract insects (if you are quiet). We also walked 
through a Rimu forest,a primeval one never cut and where these giant trees had trunks 
that ran from to six to eight feet through at the butt. As well we saw small scale 
hydro power plants and what can happen when a newly built dam lets go and washes 
everything before it. 

Now it was time to start for Hastings and the convention, but there was still 
more to see on the way as we drove through the largest man made forest (in the 
world Hector said), scenic rapids below Lake Rotorua, the Sfrings and fish ponds 
near the lake with sequia trees only fifty years old and yet 3-4 feet through, and 
then the famous. agrodome where an afteroon was spent seeing how sheep were handled. 

Across from our campground that night in Rotorua th~ golf course had a natural 
and unique hazzard - a steaming mud pit covering about an acre. The next day we 
visited a Maori village nearby set right on top of steam vents and mud pits. Plenty 
of hot bath water here. The previous night we had visited a Haori meeting house 
and church and admired the extensive carvings in a hard reddish wood. The meeting 
house alone took twelve years to carve, every inch of it inside , even the ceiling 
where the panels set out the history of the Maori race. The parking lot here had 
its obstacles; more steam vents surrounded by stones so cooking could be done on them. 
At the forest research station near Rotorua we saw Redwood trees planted about fifty 
years ago and already 3-4 feet through; real giants and taller than the Rimu. 



The geothermal area of the North Island extends from Taurang.a south in a 
narrow band to south of Lake Tapu and ends in an active volcano. Just nor~h of 
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Lake Tapu we visited the renouned power station in the Waiora Valley where bore holes 
up to 2000 feet deep extract steam and hot water to drive turbines to generate a 
large part of the power the north island consumes. A valley full of steam clouds 
is quite a sight. We parted company with the Collins and Conrads the next morning 
as they hurried on to Hastings for a pre-convention meeting and we took an extra 
day to get there. From Tapu another mountain range to cross and by afternoon the 
scenic mountainswere behind us and we drove over a few miles of coastal plain just 
like our Niagara region at home - fruit and vineyards. We were at Napier that night, 
just a few miles from Hastings, so the next day toured the city and its botanical 
gardens . 

Napier was first built on what was really an island, cut off from the mainland 
by swamps - until 1931 when an earthquake raised the swamps above the sea and gave 

the city room to grow. So now there are two in one, the old being also new as the 
earthquake didn't leave much of the original. The debris from that is now Marine 
Drive, a waterfront park. The botanical grounds are right in the middle of the old 
city in a steep valley, half in gardens and the sides left wild with footpaths. It 
was interesting to learn that the site was in the original survey and the land first 
used to barrack troops~ with the two wells dug then still to be seen. A visit to th~ 
largest sheepskin tannery in N. Z. followed, and of course we had to buy a sheepskin 
rug to bring home (where were we going to pack it?) and then it was off to visit the 
Kennedy rose garden i.n the new part of town. Acres of roses just coming into bloom 
and the bushes so strong and large. Reminded me of those we had seen at Memphis . 

At Hastings we found the Waipatu Meeting Hall and our friends setting up exhibits 
for the convention judging school, and as well plants to sell . Later that evening 
we returned to the hall for a buffet supper and the opening of the convention. It 
certainly was a thrill to meet so many faces that before had only been names and 
enjoy the frendship of everyone there. The convention here is somewhat like the AIS 
ones, but on a much more intimate scale, b~ing smaller and only two buses required 
to get around. The first and third days were given over to garden visits with the 
Sunday in between devoted to a judging school, species meeting and business meeting 
Workshops in the afternoon dealt with Dwarf, Tall Bearded, Lousiana and Siberica 
irises . We attended the species meeting where as much interest was expressed in 
species as any of the other sections. At this time I was able to explain how SIGNA 
operated, what our aims were and someting about the C. I.S. In the afternoon we 
left the group to visit Cromwall Park and the lovely greenhouses there, donated in 
memory of a pioneer family Holt. 

The two days of garden visiting started on Saturday morning and all were 
enjoyed to the fullest. These gardens were all private ones, as none of the city 
parks had special beds and indeed the private gardens were all in what I would call 
a "natural" stateinasmuch as there were no guest beds and nothing special, except 
perhaps the hospitality, which was super. Irises are scattered throughout the beds 
in a natural setting. The evansias do particularly well with an average winter 
temperature of 50°. The firs t garden we saw, the Herrick one, was noted for its fine 
old home, drawn there by bullocks over 100 years ago . It didn I t look that old but 
the trees around it did. The terraced site here was large and reflected the sheep 
s tation it had originally been. Later in the morning we saw the Harvey garden with 
large beds of TBs, but I was most interested in seeing Ii. wattii and confusa 
growing both in shade and out in the open. I was particularly interested in a seedling 
of I. wattii growing in the open by a fence which was extra large, five feet high and 
blooms to match. Lunch was back at the Waipatu Hall as all the gardens are close 
and the bus travelling time very short. 
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The firs t garden vis~ted in the afternoon was the Simpson in Hastings and it 
was here I was particularly s truck with a massive clump of Holden Clough, an iris 
I had not seen before and now I know why Roy has been so taken with it. The Catton 
garden was nearby and was the ·largest commercial iris nursery we saw. All types 
well grown in beds and looked after by Mrs. Catton alon~ under personal difficulties. 
It was here I saw at l east· 30 newly imported median iris growing under quarantine. 
Dwarfs and medians are a speci ality with her. 

The visits on Monday wer e quite different than Saturday involving a large 
general nursery where the plantslooked so healthy. It seemed far too large for a 
small city but I was informed most of its trade was local , which in re tospect seems 
logical when one remembers all New Zealanders appear to live in private homes . no 
apartments anywher e, and each has its large garden , a lot of them with might y little 
grass , just massive ·shrubs and flowers everywhere. Next we were shown around a 
commercial plant propagation lab type greenhouse setup, where we were shown the 
technique of mlcro scale culture where the end prociuce was a large number of genit
ically alike plants from one superior plant . The third commercial greenhouse complex 
was Flowerl and where a windmill in front spun merrily with the vanes like flower 
petals. Roses, chryanthemums and carnations are grown here, many for export and the 
whole complex is wat er ed automatically and el ectrically heated when necessar y . 

The final stop of the morning was for lunch at the Dodds, a fruit farm of 
dwarf apple trees and strawberries just ripening . The tall bearded iris here were 
very well grown in a lovel y setting. Bill works some rented land also and is making 
a success of a diffi.::ult occupation. The convention finished at the Ball home or 
perhaps I should say farm as there were more greenhouses here growing tomatoes. 
Aft er nine months of cr opping the v i nes were 15 or more feet long , the stal ks having 
been laid down in the rows so that the producing top was maintained about six feet 
above the ground. A massive home made wood burner to heat the greenhouses was a 
f eature also, Again the ir i s beds wer e immaculate and a pleasure to view. It was 
here too that the iris auction was held ; not many varieties but several rhizomes of 
each. The first time I had ever seen the blooms shown as the rhizome was held up 
for bids . The higheat bid set the pr ice for all the rest, and a lthough the prices 
seemed r easonabl e. within an hour $535 was collected. Now it was time to say goodbye 
to our many new friends, some of which we would meet again as we travelled further 
south. It was also here as we departed that we were informed tha t we were the first 
Canadians to at tend a New Zealnd iris convention. 

A day and a half l ater we neared Wellington, the capitol, coming £ii.s t to the 
s uburban town of Upper Hutt in th~ Hutt Vall ey to visit the garden of Paul 
Richardson. I had met Paul at t he convention and knew he would be a day behind us 
but had to see this garden anyway. I doubt if Paul owns a lawnmower as every inch 
back and front was fill ed with plants with meandering walkways throughout. Half the 
front yeard was a rockery , set behind a neat fence a t the sidewalk as so many of the 
homes are , and it was here I saw I. gra.aipipes alba and I. minuta close together. 
I have had these two and know how hard it is to even keep them alive let alone bloom 
them. Later Paul told me in a letter that they do seem to like this spot better than 
elsewhere. Full sun too. Both the white and the blue form of I . tectorum were here· 
doing very well, as were the Californians throughout the beds . These PCI iris and 
their hybrids seem to do very well in all the gardens we visited. Dutch iris and 
ano ther large clump of Gerald Darby. I, wattii grew in part shade by the side of 

the house . The back yard was just as full as the f ront one with so 
many kinds of flowers, many unfamiliar to me , and more species. 

Leaving Paul's we passed through Lower Hutt and finally to Wellington. The gaps 
between these towns and Wellington are too rough for even sheep pasture, let alone 
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dwellings; actually this mountainous area is the water reserve for the city. We 
camped that night at the Racetrack as this was the municipal one right in the city. 

·Nearly all the cities and towns we visited had campgrounds; usually in one of their 
largest and best parks, and far superior to anything I have seen in Canada or the U. 
S.A. Even the smallest would have cabins to rent where you supplied your own bedding 
and electric power supplied even for the tent sites. 

In the morning it was down the Motorway (Expressway) in rush hour to the ferry 
dock and a 3½ hour voyage to Picton, the port of entry to the South Island. A good 
view of Wellington was haa as we clear ed the harbor, since it climbed up high hills. 
A bit iike ~ntreal I suspect, which has its Mount Royal right in its centre. The 
Motorway runs under a mountain right in the middle of Wellington . Leaving Picton we 
drove through mountains, valleys and over plains to Nelson on the west coast, a centre 
for fruit and tobacco. Here we joined up with Mrs. Betty Adams to tour the town that 
evening and again the next morning in her 1960 Prefect, a car that ran and looked like 
new. Betty's home is set on a steep hillside with about an acre of land still 
remaining around it. It is a gem of many years set amide its flower beds with good 
iris here too. A chore for a single person to look after but she does it all alone • 
.We saw many orchards, historic homes, some reforestation and the docks and here I 

thought it sad to see wood chips and sawlogs being loaded for Japan, rather than the 
finished paper or lumber. Being in apples here I was particularly interested to 
tour a large packing plant, able to process 100 tons of apples an hour 
and soon to start up on the spring fruits. Only one of many in this area. The 
cathedral too was another point of deep interest to us. 

Continuing south, sometimes inland and sometimes along the coast, every mile a . 
scenic treasure of mountains and valley& as we followed the winding roads up and down, 
to come three days later to the glacier country. Here we flew over the Fox and 
franz Joseph ones (there are some 60 in all), the snowfields high up that feeds them 
and some of the highest mountains poking up out of the snow. We were on our way to 
~unedin a few days hence but first had to cross the Southern Alps, just south of the 
high~st range. The Haast Pass was the highlight of this crossing; in fifty miles 
we met only two vehicles and sometimes even ten miles an hour was too fast - but 
nobody passed us . This road started as a cattle trail 100 years ago and is still a 
winding up and down gravel roadbead bedeviledwith landslides and blind hairpin turns. 

~ J At Dunedin we met Bob McFarlane, whom we had met at the convention, and he 
1 most kindly showed us over the upper botanical garden which he supervises. Acres 

"--f=: Of shrubs here, all kinds of early and late rhododendrons on this rocky, hilly site 
~ overlooking the city centre. Here I saw an immense clump of I . wattii, which Bob 
~ said came from his garden, and the three species of what is known as the native N.Z. 

}ris. I. bi-1:oria comes in three heights of one to thre~ feet and from a distance 
looks a bit like I . wattii, same white colour but smaller blooms . I was particularly 
pleased to view this display as I was holding an article on it and wanted to know 
more about it. The lower garden is separated from the Upper by a small river, bridged 
with footpaths in several places , and is all level ground. Here are several greenhou~es 
givep over to different classes from cacti to tropical . Even a small zoo here. In a 
~ow area a section marked on our map as an iris garden had only a scattering now. Bob 
said it used to have more, but the Californians made the greatest show there now. I 
did note Ii . versicoZor, pseudacorus and Zaevigata in the pool and Ii . wattii and 
japonica on the bank beside it. Dunedin is the site for the 1982 convention and I 
am sure these gardens will be a highlight of that meeting . There is also an immense 
Scottish castle on a 1000 foot hill to wander through for a couple of hours. 

Two days later we arrived in Christchurch, a dream of a city but real. ·we got 
there the day of the local iris showj but too late to visit it. However, the next 
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day Mrs.. Ina Muni6ers6·h and ·her husband ·were kind enough to drive us around the city 
and to the bot~n.ical iardens," just as fine a display as the one at Dunedin. The 
rock garden and pool areas were particularly beautiful. We were at their home for 
lunch and .had th~ opporutunity of viewing an especially fine display of tall bearded 
isises. Ina w~s very proud of the Larry Gaulter bed which were certainly the best 
we had :see~ .so ·'far. · larger and taller than I can grow them here . I also saw Ii. 
wattii., graof,Zi pes, .tedtorwn., setosa and confusa in bloom here . In the afternoon 
we saw a pion·e~r home near' a park devoted to keeping the natural bush on display in 
its original state and later to Mona Vale, an elaborate old home in a park setting 
wit~ _many flower beds and rhododendron bushes in full bloom. 

The.next day Ron and Gwyneth Isles took over the task of tour guides with a trip 
up and_over the divide to Lyttleton , the harbor for Chrishchurch as it has_ none of its 
own, t;he Avon River mouth being too shallow. The 12 : 00 ,noon time .ball on 'the old 
harbor building was an interesting memento of the past. We quickly returned to 
Christchurch via a twin tunnel under the narrow divide and to Dora Sparrow's home 
for lunch. A large home here full of interesting objects and a pleasure to talk to 
Dora about them. Not a large lot here but the maximum use was being made of the 
space in the well laid out beds where like the iris at the Murnbersons they were 
grown to perfection, tall and stately. These two are keen competitors at the show 
and take turns coming up with the top prizes . 

Af°te:r that most enjoyable stop a t the Sparrows we drove to see a constrast in 
gardens where Molly Ellen and her retired husband had taken an old house on a sand 
beach and made it into a thing of beauty in just two years. Inside it was like 
stepping back into living history to see and use antiqu~ furnishing that had stayed 
like new ov~r the years. The gardens as well showed the result of much labor to 
bring them back to a high state of perfection, using a lot of labor with old mater · 
ials. The last garden was a commercial one with only a few named varieties of iris 
but a lot of seedlings for sale at .25~ each. A part time operation by Ron Bush . 
Our third day in Christchurch was spent visiting the Cathedral Square and the Canter
bury Museum. The first I thought was overpowered by the new buildings around it, but 
must have been a focal centre originally. The museum was most interesting and the 
two hours it was open flew far too soon. Many Maori exhibits here • 

. A week remained fo r us in N. Z. to travel north to Auckland, crossing Cook's 
Strait again, through the traffic of Wellington again and this time up the west coast. 
At Hamilton we admired the rose garden in particular and the Research Station just 
outside it . Miles of scenic roads, many along the coast with dozens of interesting 
sights as be passed by. Black sand beaches for one and Mt. Egmont for another. 
This former active volcano had built a whole. peninsula 40 miles across and looked 
E?~actly like a white topped cone as it sat . on t he plain. 

~eariDg ·Auckland we found the new Botanical Garden for that city at Manurewa, 
a suburb . Its been underway for a few years with several acres completed and a large 
area to be planted this year . I could see at least 100 acres under preliminary 
development and no doubt this will be a bea~~jful sight to se~ on these gently rolling 
hills, a few years down the road. We only had a couple of days left, so no time to 
go north into· ·the tropical part of the island, so spent most of a day at the National 
Museum, an immense place built of cut stone and filled with the best Maori exhibits 
anywhere. Everything you wanted to know about New Zealand was there and it is hard · 
to rate qne item over another, but undoubtedly the giant war canoe in the main hall 
as well as the carved dwellingsaround it would catch anyones eye. Another private 
museum of technology, machinery and rail cars of all sorts, took an afternoon, and 
then it was off to Hawaii for a week stopover on the way home to see the volcanos . 
The massive size of them was awe inspiring and all that black rock. Back home Dec . 2nd 
to meet winter, which proved to be worse than usual. ***** 



FINANCI~.L STATEMENT 

For the year ending Dec. 31, 1981 

Cash 
In 
In 
In 

in Bank, 12/31/80 
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Rowe Price Prime 

1062.94 
3086 . 39 

:Reserve Fund- -

Receipts, 1/1/81 - 12/Jl /81 
Disbursements, 1/1/81 _ 12/31/81 

Cash in Bank, 12/31/81 
In Checking Account 
In Savings Account 
In Rowe Pri ce Prime Reserve Fund 

Memb erships 
Sales 
Seed Exchange 
Gifts 
Accrued Interest 
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Other 

Postage and Supplies 
Editor's Fund 

SIGNA #26 
SIGNA #27 

NOTES BY THE EDITOR: 

45.0 . 00 
500.00 

RECE IPTS 

862.00 
148. 25 
300 . 00 
28 .00 
27.64 

529. 30 
3 . 00 

DISBURSEMENTS 

214 . 20 
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4149. 33 
1898.19 
1164 . 30 

655 . 58 
227.64 

4000.00 

1898. 19 

1164. 30 

488 3 . 22 

488J . 22 

F1Utncuco Thoolen 
Treasurer. 
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The ta.st financial statement came to you with SIGNA 25 and was for 1-}' yea:r>s, 
ending on the ha.Zf yeari. It has now been settled that we wi7,7, be using the aaZendar 
year, for our finanaiaZ statements from now on. Thus the ta.st half of 1980 is not · 
accounted for herein and avoidsanother 1Jj year type. This slight mixup resulted from 
Franesaa taking over the Trea.surer vs position from Homer Me1ialf, with Grace Ca:riter 
hoZdin.g the joint position of Seareta:riy/Treasia>er for a short tiflll preparing the 1~ 
year statement, so this is reaUy the first fo r Fl'anesaa. Unforunately it was not 
m::u:I.e clea:r> to Franesca that we were using the calendar yea:ri but now it is alZ straightem 
out and if anyone is to blame for this odd way of doing business it i s the fact of · 
life that your executive had never held a face to face executive meeting since the 
group was organized. All done by mail and sometimes this slow way aan result in 
details getting overlooked. I wonder how many other organizations could fu~ction 
for 12 years this way. I think we are a rare breed! 
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l.iEI·1IBERSHIFS 

MEMBERSHIP: $3.00 per year in U.S. funds 

Please send new and renewals to the Secretary: 
Grace Carter 
1212 Tucker Rd., Hood River, OR 97031 

NOTE: Many of OW' members send in subscriptions for three years and our Secretary 
is pleased to receive them this way. You are also assured of no raise in 
rates for the period, something that is under consideration due to the 
reaent dramatic raise in postaZ rates in Canada. 

PUBLICATIONS 

SIGNA: Al l the back is'sutB are still available at $1.50 each . 

An Alpha be te tic al Table to THE GENUS IRIS (B. I.S . publication) $1. 50 each 

THE SPECIES IRIS STUDY MANUAL (Signa publication) $5.00 (comple te set). 

Any of the above shouZd be ordered from ow> SECRETARY. 

***** 

EDITOR: Enclosed with this issue you will find some literatU!'e describing BRIAN 
1VA.THE'W 'S new book TllE IRIS. This is still availabZe to ow> members at the 

special price as noted of )15: 00. The limited time applies until you receive this 
issue as I was informed by BATSFORD. 

The book is of the nature of a reference work but does not go into too great 
detail of the individual species~ describing two or three on a page. Far more 
synonyms are named than species and as the correct name is shown this will prove 
most helpful in tracing pZanta received under obsol~te names. Of the ?O photogr-aphs 
38 are in coloU!' and many s how species unknown, or at least unaommon in cultivation. 
The index deals soZely with iris speciPs, thus making it easy to locate the ones you 
might be interested in. The SELECTED TJIBLIOGRAPI-IY covers two pages and is a mine of 
infomation on where to find species iris artic Zes or books. Al though SIGNA didn ' t 
make this Zist I was pleased to find the SPECIES MANUAL, by Roy Davidson, that our 
group has published was the second items on the list. The book will prove most useful 
to the serious beginner lacking sources information.s as it tends to give an overall 
picture and helpful as a starting point for fta'ther st;udy. Mr. Mi.thew has done an 
exceptionly fine job of condensing a tremendous amount of information into a small 
book. Every word aounts for something here. 

Those of you who have been using Piter Werckmister CATAWGUS IRIDIS 196?~ will 
appreciate the de.tail and desoriptionithis new work. Peter told you where to look, 
Brian has done some of the looking for you. I personally am very pleased with it . . 

***** 

Reblooming species anyone? If so, "MRS FRANK H.J. FIGGS, 4 MARYLAND AVE., TOf-iSON, 
MARYLAND 21204, Editor of THE REBLOOMING IRIS RECORDER would Zike to hear frcm you. 
Should you by any chance have a rebtooming species seedling that you'd like to test 
outside your own area, you can write to EARLE. HALL, Chaiman of the REBLOOMING 
TEST GARDENS, at R.R. fl.2, BOX 104, WEST ALEXANDRIA:- OHIO 45381. Reblooming is not 
a particularly corrmon trait among species:, but we certainly should do ow> best to 
enaourge it, when it happens to appear. 



No . 2 . 

"Unexpected Development X 

I . ch:rysographes 

78CC111J. Second generation seed.ling . 
Violet with darker signal and flush. 
Note the return towards ~iberian form . 

No . 1. 

I. chrysographes X 

"Founding Father" 

Cal-.'::>ibe 72AI 
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No . 4. 

" Founding Father" X 

I. ohrysographes 

cal- Sibe 721 . Unlike the seedl ings 
f rom the r eciprocal cross, this 
plant was sterile . 

No . 3 . 

I . wi lsonii X 

"unexpec t ed Development 

7~WC1119. Second gereration 
seed.ling. Pale yellow ground 
with purple markings; style anns 
n ushe d purple wi th pale edges . 
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CON'IINUED STORY 

(The fertile Cal-Sibes of NIGEL SERVICE. See Signa 23 , p.735 for the first 
installment). St.011.y by Jean WW. 

Hr. -Service, in a letter to Jean Witt, dated July 22nd , 1981 , writes as follows: 

11After this season's flowering, I thought I would write to you again as most of my 
hybrids bloomed th.is year and I can get some idea of what I have. First int o 
flowe.r .were . the crosses of 'Unexpected Development' with Iris innominata on April 
26th, and these had nearly finishe'd by the time the first of the 2/3 Sibiricae 
ca~e o.tit. All were rather similar, dwarf, unbranched, yellow flowered and very 
Cgl-Sibe in shape. One had rather nice brownish standards and styl~- arms . None 
of them gave any pollen or formed a capsule with anything in it; first year, of 
course, so I suppose one cannot be certain they are sterile yet. 

ln my 'main crop' , crosses of 'Unexpected Development' with wiZsonii, chryso
gmphess deZavayi and F2 were many more than last year , of course . 

Branching has appeared in this generation and in two cases branches have been 
produced (one x ~'>ilsonii , one x chrysographes). This branching is peculiar in that 
many which produced simple stems last year, their first season of flowering, made 
branches this year; and indeed 'Unexpected Development' itself had some branched 
stems this year, where it never h~d before. It appears possible that all stem
leaves which are inflated and no- ·Sheathing may in f~ct be the bracts of potential 
branches, and if so t his means many more branched, 4- branched, and even 1-branched 
(stems) may be produced as the plants settle in . 

Another wiZsonii cross gave two flowers on a branch as tal l as the main stem; 
a l l other branches were single flowered. 

The plants appear altogether less fertile to CaZifornicae than to Sibiricae, 
but by working on it this year I think I have go t seed to set with pollen from I . 
tena:c and a sib of 'Founding Father' " * 

In answer to some questions f r om Jean, comes this further amplification (Jan. 
18th, 1982) , and further explanation of the numbering system he uses: 

"In making the original Cal- Sibe crosses "What I did was t o pollinate various 
f l owers on both I. ahrysog-raphes and ' Founding Father' (I do not remember just how 
many), and got three pods on I . chrysographes and one on 'Founding Father'. 

I designat ed the pods on I. ahrysographes as A, B, & C; pod A had one surviv
ing seedling (72AI) , pod B none , and pod Chad 7 germinations of which 4 survive 
('Unexpected Development~ 72CIV , 'New Departure', and 72CVI). 

The one pod from the reverse cross gave only one seed which germinated, and 
this I called 721 which as you will see from the photo is very much Cal-Sibe in both 
its appearance and habit and is entirely sterile . So the original fer tile plants 
are all from I. ahrysographes as pod parent . ~ • • all the 1972 seedlings from the .r. 
ch.Pyso~aphes pods have proved, at l east to a degree, fertile , though I h«ve yet to 
achieve anythj n~ with the pol len of the yellow 72CVI , nor have its few seeds germ
inated . I have not cut any of the stems of the 2/3 Siberians to look at the tissue 
in the centre , but will do so • .. . 

* "Founding Father was a Pacific Coast Native of mixed ancestry. 
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'
10f to.e 77 seeci.lings that I got from the chance open fertilizations in 1976, 

only about a dozen have come through the tribulations to which they have been sub
jected, an~ onty three have fJowered; two were yellow and one purple. These are 
much l ess vigoro~ tha~ tbe planned efforts of the next year. 

Two of the four selfed _F2 g~neration have flowered, both purp,J..e, one branching 
·)u a two foot f;te:1, '-:'le otheDsimp.i.e .and half that height. The 2/3 Siberians with 
I. wilsonii as c~e c· th<: other pan=mt are all basically yellow, usually rather pale, 
~arked with violet which becomes much more purple on the bright yellow signP1 patch. 
Often they have most interesting bicoloured styl~arms as in the photo of 7t.t:\..l!I9, 
~hough this is th~ most strongly marked. 

Those with I . deZavayi are violet but often with a very pale ground, heavily 
~~ined . Those that are 2/3 I. ahr-ysographes are rather more purple; one has similar 
p;,,J.r ·grourd falls heavily veined. With both I. delavayi and I. chrysographes the 
.::: ignal is oten mt!Ch cbsc ~;x-.ad by the dark colouring. 

All this rf<fers tt1.inly to the £cl.ls, the standards being a m~ch lesser feature, 
r,ar.:-ow, often ~ '.'!the-.: fi.:hasy, thoug!i in some cases with rather nice finely frilled 
rater edg1:s. 11 

*~I:*** 
L:STTERS 

·· ' -~ E~1e::: .:::f:. :-;~_·;_~0~e G~::~'.(.'.:,.~, S::o:::ktcm, Califo?:'nia writes: " ••• . 'Walter Butt' 
• , .. : .. r.c:; s:i.i::~d Vf-:x:y wcall. H2 t..:-2.~s,;_.s-:': eve.!'y1::ii11g every year to get the benefit of 

~-':;_(': ::.::;.cr~:::e. We do sc:.~etimes r.~·J8 difficulty with the fall planting, but we 
·::r .::. ,;.0p~.::.n~ ve-r:-· ).(., te, N:i::e!1ibe:: or e:.:.rly Dece:-r-.ber, and seem to get plenty of takes. 
z>-:r:,t:\::- .:i P.'.'l.':.•,! ,;it:-:. t he ,;6 '!c , · ~,:-c.') :.•.=r. j_:-is ekes bad~ up the spring transplanting method. 

, .. \.;:;, 1.o -: t ,~ct c': I . l.,:ic:tea (I. ensata) from :!::311 disturbance, and most of the 
.: . '!-or.g-;.p,2fu7-<--r ~ .. 1=~ -:.c:.:.ected is now gone fer the same reason, although we had no 
r •. :-:c·;;;,le br:f~5i.~t.; it :L;_ ,,:1:i.lc it w.:,s in bl0om. Stylosa (I. unguicularis) seems a 
1 ·1.tnc t:V.~ ::-e c,:),,~p.::U • .:l1. •.. ,. .ay f.:;,q~ 12.-::-i.::.n':.e w::,cld indicate that even the Pacific Coast 
Netiv~s t ::.n.:!£pJ..r.,t: t: b-.:-,.t; i· ,.~r i::i !!'eb:::c::::.::y or :t,f.s-rch." 

Ermwt G.B. I.n!>..:.•.)11::: 1:: ;:~ r.:-,~v,.:,,n, I.'.ngland, in spite of advancing years, still 
has a sha.rp eye ::or c,::r:ai~~, ::1.0·;.rav e:::- rn::tnor they may be and sends his final criticism 
of THE WORLD OF nzrs. T':. C'!.!::.,:!!, .. i:~r. Cosgrove, writing in the introduction, stated 
i.11 erro:-: that th~ E•r3.nsi;:(, ~:·:e tho only species found in both Asia and North 
!'..!11.:>.-ri ca, w!iic,'l of co'.!7-'se :fa r:-r.t correct . To compound the error (or perhaps to 
co?:'rv~c t :i. t) he J.-?.:~"= -5~, thiJ t-cck Gt.ates that I. setosa is found in both the old and 
tr.e nf<w wor] .. d. Tb:!.s i .c; ·:.~.:; . .::·,:.~ cor-r.ect but V.ar . Luscombe felt he Bhould have 
mentioned i::: a!? c-:,.:1!.c~:ing mo:::-e brc.:.~.ly than the Kamebatha Peninsula in Siberia. · Nr 1 
I,1.1sc0roe :tcd5.c .. 1 t:~!:- it o-:.·:~:-:s -:::.tle:y in mainland Siberia ar:1 S~:dlatin Island. 
Dated Se!'t. 7, iSB':.. . 

This only goao to sr:.ow that n.o matter Jiow ha.rd you try to ge·t everything right., 
bZunder-s and e~or wiZi c~eep in and pass unnoticed by the proofreaders, until some
one fai? C!.b)aJJ :r.•eads your u:oY'k and says it was so obvious. I c:.l"' editor knows having 
been tri:ppc:d i.p a few ·times by MP. Luscorrwe 's ea.g'le eye for details. Actually we 
aU appreciate .Jir. LuEoo;,lbe for his aor-reaticns and hope he stays axiound to check 
up on ro.ny more SIG.VS. If he didn't d.J ·t:.'. ,:·· · ,.. · · ~ ,·--,.:, .::? 



SPECIAL NOTES 

SIBERIAN IRISES by Currier HcEwen M.D. 
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Long eclipsed for most gardeners by the flamboyant bearded irises, Siberian 
irises have remained the favorites of many co.:1noisseurs. Hardy and adaptable, they 
?rovide flowers of gr~at delicacy in white~ blue and purple. To these, hybridizers 
have added others with yellow, pink and near-black £lowers in new patterns and 
combinations. 

Currier HcEwen, a physician in South liarpswell, Maine , is at the centre of 
this progress and has ·contributed many striking new irises. He describes these 
developments in SD3ERIAN IRISES and many are illustrated with photographs in 
colour. There are also drawings showing the shap~s of Siberian flowers and others 
illustrating the techniques of hybridiz~cion. The chapter on cultivat ion is 
augmented with the advice of enthusias~s from all parts of the country~ There are 
extensive _references, a full glossary ar.d lists with addresses of iris nurseries 
and display gardens organized by the Society for Siberian Irises . Here is an 
introduction for gardeners new to Siberian irises and a complete reference for 
specialists and teachers. 

SIBERIAN IRISES. was published by the Society for 
It is priced at $7 .00 and may be obtained from: 

For more inforllh'ltion write to: 
Olive Rice, Public Relations 
1914 Napa Ave., Berkeley, Calif. 94707 

Siberian Irises in May of 1981. 
Julius Wadekamper 
10078 154th

0

Ave. , 
Elk River, MN 55330 

An addition tc the list of coloured photos of iris species . 

HOMER METCALF writes that there is a very nice photo of Iris Zacu.stris Nutt. 
published in the i,.: ·.-_,. ' · ·:r/December J.980 i s 3:;'."1 of THE NATURE CONSERVANCY NEWS, vol 
30~ No. 6, p.17 . 

The accompanying article describes it as "endangered" ~ which I suppose means 
that collecting is restricted. Prasumably, a few people have it in cultivation , 
even though it 1 s· seldom seen in the Seed Exchange Lists. My view of such plants .. 
is that one of the be~t ways to "preserve'' them is to get them int_o cultivation 
in arboreta, botanic gardens, and the gardens of i nterested amateur horticulturists. 

GARDEN IN THE WOODS Roy Vavid6on 

I ' ve just been in New England visiting gardens and gardeners . At Garden In The 
Woods, Sudbury, ~ss . , the nursery was offering I. versicoZor MU1'rayana among its 
many wildflowers prop0gated for sale to suppor t their work of educating the garden
ing public t:o apprecfo.te native materials . This name was applied to describe the 
albino form of the northern blue flag, and their plants may well derive from the 
original material , collected by Murray and named for him by Fernald . 

Although only recently made a pu~lic facili~y administered by Rarvard University, 
as are the Arnold Arbor2tum and it3 adjunct s the Case Estates , the Garden was the 
life work of Will C. Curtiss, who long ago foresaw the need to greater appreciation 
of native ornamental plants of all sorts, and here he established a preserveof such 
things, now made available to alL 

. , 
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Mr. Curtis had a special fondness for white flowers, and among the irises 
growing in the garden are also I . tacustris alba and I. prismatica alba . There are 
also great sweeps of naturalized I. cristata of all s t yles and colours, perhaps 
some of them Mary Henry's named collected clones; though not so designated he 
maintained exchanges with many collectors of bis day. 

***** 

ALASKA TRANSFLANT, THIRD SEASON. Angus Robertson to Roy Davidson 

"The Iris foetidissima did not survive its second winter here, whereas the 
variegated pseudacorus seems as healthy as ever, maybe to be expected as the r esult 
of the latter being deciduous , the other evergreen. It is still just the two fans, 
however.The picture enclosed will answer the questions; on the right the transplanted 
I. setosa is prefectly normal looking, with excellent growth and a first bloom on 
May 29·th. On the left is the unmistakable pseudaoorus 'Variegata' , while the gap 
in the mid lle is of course where the foetidissima was planted. 

I cannot imagine a worse winter than that which we just went through, sur
vival- wise that is, with no snow cover for protection and sub- zero t emperatures 
driving frost deep into the ground . We also had intermittent fits of warmer weathe r 
when the temperature played around both sides of the freezing mark, with rains and 
freezing rains, heav.e and thaw at the root zone. 

I even lost transplants of native species made last year and the last hangovers 
of the polyanthus primulas , but two of the Julianae types came through fine, with 
buds now about to open, along with Rhododendron Lapponioum brought in last June, in 
f lower now a bare shade pinker maybe than the little Calyso bulbosa, also in bloom. " 

So 1JJ1'ote Angus Robertson from Palmer., Alaska, as a followup to the SIGNA dis
cussion on pp. 741 & 852, on what to expect from plants moved from vastly different 
habitats to the arotic. Though Palmer is well below the arotic cirole, Robertson 
tives at some elevation above the valley and Palmer itself. The follct,Jin{J is from 
a letter dated July 23!'d~ 1981. 

"I've been looking throughout my r.oamings for a white setosa; in fact since 
you first mentioned your interest. I've seen little colour variation other than 
fairly '11ue, through purplish to darker bluish purple. Of course there is much 
territory up here I have never seen and never will , and probably nestled somewhere 
in all the vast wilderness blooms a white setosa. The pseudaeorus has made decent 
vegetative growth this year and seems to have overcome its late and more difficult 
start this spring following on the murderous winter we had. A lot of the native 
growth fell to its forces. I enclose a photo of the transplants of the Eklutna · 
setosa moved up here last year. A typical f lower was four inches across, and the 
odd four petal one was 4 5/8 inches, in flower on Junl 12th . " 

***** 

CONGRATULATIONS TO SIGNA. 

The summer 1981 A. I. S. Bulletin carries on p. 54 the following: "Section 
Chairman has r eported about one third of A.I.S. members t o belong to a t least one 
section as well. Highest membership is found in the MEDIAN IRIS SOCIETY and SIGNA is 
second highest with t_he ARIL SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL in third rank." We can also add 
that in addition to our 220 members with A.I.S ., there are 44 associate members. 
(Anyone not also a member of A.I .S.) These figures are a bit outdated as SIGNA has 
continued to grow. 



IRIS ARIZONICA* 

W. R. Dykes 

On the western side of the North American continent there occurs a 
group of Irises, of whlch the best known Js perhaps..!_. longipetala and of 
whjch the members must present considerable dlfflculties to systematic 
hotanlsts, who deal only with dried material. 
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The true I. Jonglpetala ls a strong, sturdy plant, confined In the 
wild state, I believe, to the coast of CallfornJ.a, from San Francisco 
southwards to Monterey. Even In cultJ.vatlon here it still shows the effect 
of the CaJlfornJ.an climate by losing its leaves at the end of the summer 
and starting Joto growth agaln In early autumn, a habit wh J ch clearly 
indicates that its home ls in a r.eglon where no hard winters occur. 

Further 1.nland there occurs another species, whJ.ch I believe to be the 
true..!_. mJssourlensis of Nuttall, and which is, to all Intents and purposes, 
merely an upland or mountain form of.!_. longipetala. When in flower, lt 
agrees Jn almost all respects with that species, even to having the charac
teristically blunt, square-topped standards with a wide emarginatlon or 
indentation in the centre, and only differs in being more slender in all 
its dimensions, and especially in 1.ts habl.t of not starting agaln l.nto 
growth unt11 the spring when once the leaves have died down In late summer. 
Thjg is a characteristic whlch we should expect to find In a plant from 
mountainous dlstricts with hard frost in winter. 

A third and nearly allied species grows In close proximity to!· 
missouriensis, and, unfortunately, the nomenclature of these two species 
has become very confused. The name of tolmeiana has been applied at times 
to both species, and it seems, therefore, better to retain Nuttall's manu
scrjpt name of montana for this thlrd species. In Jts habit of growth lt 
closely resembles mJssouriensis, but differs In having pointed and not 
blunt standards, and in producing usually only two flowers on short pedlce]s 
jn contrast to longipetala and mJ.ssouriensls, which may both have as many 
as five flowers in a head on pedlcels of varying lengths up to several 
1 nches. 

All the characteristics which I have mentioned, including even the 
indentatlon ln the standards of longlpetala and missouriensis, have proved 
to be constant here ln successive generations of seedlings, but lt can 
easily be realized that, in cases where the standards of the flowers are 
either Jnvlsible or damaged, it is extremely difficult to separate herbarlum 
specimens wlth any degree of certainty. 

Ed. Note: Reprinted from: Gardeners' Chronicle, Serles III, 61(1571):45, 
1917. This is the original valid publication of this taxon. It 
was reprinted, without the Latin diagnosis, in "Dykes on Irises", 
edJted by George Dillistone, and published for the British Iris 
Society by C. Baldwin, Grosvenor Printing Works, Tunbridge 
Wells, England, in 1930. Current oplnJon places I. ar i zonica 
Dykes as a form of I. mJssourlensls Nutt. 
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A further djfflcu]ty arose when ln 1902 a descriptlon was published in 
Cou]ter's Botanical Gazette, xxxU.l., p. 68, of an Iris pelogonus from 
WyomJng. It is saJ.d to resemble "mlssouriensis," but to be much smaller, 
though proportJonate]y stouter. From the fact, however, that it has only 
one or two flowers on each stem, and that the spathes often reach halfway 
up the faJ Js, 1t seems more probable that it ls more closely al11ed to, if 
not a mere form of, the plant which I take to be montana, and not ml.ssouri
ensi s. 

In 1911 I was ]ooklng through a number of herbarlum specimens of this 
group of Irises, and one puzzling example from an altitude of 8,000 feet in 
Barfoot Park among the Chlrlcahua Mountains of Arizona, there was attached 
a large packet of seeds. These had been J.n a museum for several years, but 
I cou]d not resist the temptation of sowing ha]f a dozen J.n the hope that 
they might yet germinate, and that the resultant plants might help to 
s0t L1 e the dlfflcul ty that I felt ln determJnlng the identity of the speci
men. 

However, the result has been rather to increase than to decrease the 
difficulties presented by this puzzllng group of plants, for this Arizona 
Tris has proved, after several years' cultivation Jo my garden, to be quite 
distinct from either of the three or four species mentioned above. 

The foJjage, whlch grows to a height of two feet or a little more, 
with a maximum breadth of about 3/4 inch, is very dense, denser even than 
thrlt of .!_. longlpeta]a, and of a duller, yellower green, without the glau
cous, grey tinge of the other species. Another point of difference becomes 

.very obvious as summer passes lnto autumn, for the leaves of _l. arizonica 
remain fresh and green long after those of the allied species have withered 
away. It Js not, in fact, until late October or November that the leaves 
assume a pale, slck]y, yeJ]ow colour, and begln to collapse. It is curious 
that in this respect .!_. arlzonlca behaves exactly as do the var lous forms 
of the Asl.atlc I. ensata. Among Apogon Irises similarity of the seeds is 
always a sign of affinity in other respects among the plants, and the seeds 
of .!_. ens a ta are practJcal ly lndistinguishabl e from those of the members of 
the longipetala group. In December it is hard to distinguish plants of.!_. 
arizonJca from plants of I. ensata, though neither of these could be confused 
with .l· ]ongipeta]a or its other relatlves. 

The f]owerstems of I. arizonlca are about equal in length to the 
leaves, and bear a termlna] head of three to five flowers on long pedlcels 
of varying lengths up to 4 inches. A lateral head of one or two flowers ls 
occasionally produced about 6 inches be]ow the top of the stem, as ln I. 
1 ongj petal a. The spathe valves are very narrow, 2-3 inches long, clinging 
closely to the pedlcels and becomJng scarious and of a silvery-grey colour 
at flowering tlme. The three-sided ovary is a little more than ha]f an 
Jnch long, while the perianth tube scarcely measures as much as one-quarter 
loch. 

The flowers resemble those of..!_. longipetala, but are slightly smaller, 
and less conspicuously velned. Both species have, however, a central ridge 
on the haft of the fa] 1s, sprinkled with purple dots on a whitish ground. 
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As the narrow haft expands gradually into the blade the white ground becomef 
veined with violet-purple, and bears ln the centre a yellow blotch. Beyond 
this the veins spread, the colour becomes a little paler and covers the 
whole surface. There is some variation ln the shade of violet-purple. The 
length of the falls is a little more than two inches, and the blade measures 
a little less than an inch across. The standa r ds are narrow, oblanceolate, 
pointed, and not emarginate, about 1 3/4 inch long, violet-purple in colour. 
The styles are short with small triangular crests, and the stigma entire or 
only obscurely bllobed. The filaments and the anthers are both a pal e 
mauve, while the pollen ls cream-coloured. 

The ripe capsules have thin membranous walls, like those of the other 
members of the group, taper slightly towards either end, and in section are 
roughly triangular, with slightly inflated sides. The seeds are dark 
brown, smooth, and pear-shaped, with a minute wh i tish circle or aril at the 
upper end. 

May I, in conclusion, ask any American gardeners and botanists who may 
chance to see these notes to be so good as to send me a few seeds of any 
Irises of this group of which they may happen to possess plants from known 
localities, or which they find growing wild. It ls, I am sure, only by 
growing all obtainable plants side by side and by comparing them as they 
grow that the species can be separated and described in such a way as to 
differentiate them satlsfactorily one from another. 

!_. arizonica is not, perhaps, so striking a garden plant as!_. longi
petala, but it is interesting as a link connecting that species and its 
American relatives with one of the most widely distributed of Asiatic 
Irises, nameJy, _!_. ensata. 

* Iris arizonica spec. nov. I. longipetalae et I. montanae affinls. Ab 
utraque foliis viridibus nee glaucis, neque ad hiemem ineuntem permanentibus, 
ab llla segmentlbus interioribus acutis neque emarglnatis, ab hac spathls 
multlfloribus nee bifloris, pedicellls elongat i s spathis muJto longioribus 
facile distlnguitur. 

SALT TOLERANCE OF BEARDED IRISES Roq Va.v,i.cU, on. 

In northern areas where it is a common practice still to use salt to 
facilitate clearing winter roads of ice and snow, there follows the problem 
of finding plant material not harmed by salt accumulations. 

Lincoln Foster in Connecticut has found bearded irises to be the answer 
in a problematical planting area right on the road edge. A strip two feet 
wide sloping up to the base of a rather high stone retaining wall along his 
frontage. Not only are the irises unaff ected by the saline condition, they 
are undamaged by the great weight of the "winter gift" as i t i s pushed up 
by the snow plow. Spikey f oliage and seasonal f l owers are most eff ective 
against somber gray of the stone. 

***** 
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MAP OF SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES: AN HISfORICAL RECORD OF FLORIDA IRISES 
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Hexagonae irises documented for Florida 

Few HexatJonae irises present 

0 ~1is siss ippi Delta 
p Sabine River Hexagonae irises documented tor Louisiana and Texas 

laexagonae Irises are presently regarded as consisting of lris fulva, Ir-is 
brev~caulis , Iris nexagona, lris giganticaerulea and Iris nelsonii . 
Other species of the area include verna and cristata of the southern 
highland ranges, tridentata and virginica as mentioned in Small's papers . 
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In reply to an inquiry, SIGNA p. 519, made an attempt to identify (at least 
verify) irises __ questioned as native to Florida. They are not too commonly seen 
there nowadays but in the twenties Dr. John K. Small recorded no less than seven 
species , by his own definition. Several of these, his albispiritus., kirribaZZiae., 
rivuZcwis., were limited to local populations he felt reassured to be destined to an 
enduring furure, situated as they were away from extensive human population and 
development. 11Partial or total exterminationn he posed "is possible only by the 
sinking of the coastal plain by a few feet. 11 Photographs declare the spectacle of 
irises then known in vast and glorious fields of blue~ by the acre and the mile; 
but where are they now? 

· Small assigned these irises into seasonally early and late flowering groups, 
with seed maturing accordingly, the early ones being aZbispiritus., ca;r,olina., kim
baUiae., rivularis and savanna1'Uiri., the late hexagona., and latest tripetala. Geu
graphically they were to be found over a large part of the state, but "for some 
recondite reason" none were known through the northernmost parts, between the big 
bend of Saint Marys River, Nassau County (B) on the east , and the Ocklockonee 
drainage, G jsden County, west of Tallahassee (J), nor within corresponding latitudes 
of Alabama and Mississippi. 

However, along the gulf itself were recorded some rather remarkable occurr
ences, as in the delta of the Appalachicola River (K) in Gulf and Franklin Counties. 
This significant drainage, whose tributary, the Chattahoochee, is a major demarcat-· 
ion of the states of Georgia and Alabama, crosses. the Florida panhandle to have 
formed extensive delta lands supporting three very distinct types of irises , the 
Versicolor Group (as Small called it) with I . caroZina., the Savannarum Group with 
I. kimbaZZiae., and the Trientata Group with I. trientata itself. This last is 
otherwise known only in the wetlands as of the Savannah River drainage, 350 miles 
to the northeast. In this gulf ocr.urrance , found solely along the streamcourses 
that meander through the flatlands only just above sea level, while the other two 
species were hammock plants . 

Further west in such estuaries as Pensacola Bay (L) and on across coastal 
Mississippi and the Pearl River (N) into i.ouisiana , I. carolina was found to be 
the sole iris, except for an occurrance on the Mobile River (M) cf what Small 
referred to as a "forerunner" of the plentiful blue irises in southern Louisiana 
and across the Sabine River (P) i:1to coastal Texas. This makes a rather note
worthy separation into two populations, the so-called loJisiana irises and those 
of the Florida/Carolina lowlands, with populations of 111". car0Zina11 intervening. 

By far the most i.J'.lpressive irises of the entire state were found in the per
insular flatlands, especially in the savanna territory associated with the interior 
lakes, the "typical blue praire species" of Small which he named I. savanncwum; not 
only the most numerous, it was the largest flowered. Extensive colonies were 
particularly noted on the ha1mnocks west and north of Lake Okechobee (E) towards 
Blue Cypress Lake, source of the Saint Charles River (D) and along its length to 
its mouth (C) and northwards in the Saint Marys River as well (B) and with these 
last I. caroZina, which was also associated with savannarwn as f~r south as Big 
Cypress Swamp (F) at about the latitude of Miami, to establish the southernmost 
occur1ence of iris in Florida~ if not in the western hemisphere. 

Small published as new species I . rivuZaris from the marshes of the Saint Marys 
River (B) and I . aZbispirit-uS found in the Caloosahatchee drainage from Lake 
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Okechobee (G) in the flatwoods 9 surrounded by I. savanna.rum on the hammocks . His I. 
kimbaZZine was sent by Hiss Kimball from the Appalachicola delta where it retreats 
to hammocks. (K). Occasionally in the western peninsula drainage from the mouth 
of the Caloosahatchee (G) northwards to the Swanee (I) and particularly noticable in 
the marshlands beyond the beacb-heads except for such highly developed areas as 
surrounding Tampa Bay (H) was pale blue I. savannarum, flowering very early in 
sands warmed by the winter sun, sometimes before the calendar had reached ¥.arch. 
(These I had seen flowering in late February , 1954) . 

·Of : the populations of Florida irises that Small studied and wrote about, we 
now acknowledge only I . hexagona. He notably over extended himself in designating 
"new" spec·ies, pa'rticularly' as he turned onto them in southern Louisiana where he 
wrote of the "most remarkable local development of iris species in the world , with 
more than fifty species represented by scores of varieties." The other six species 
recorded for Florida have come to be regarded variously, by other names, or quite 
submerged. In 1931 Small wrote that savannarum, albispiritu.s and kimballine were 
the constituents of his "Violanthe Group" while hexagona and rivulatis belonged 
together in a separate group. In spite of their recognizable differences (which 
were surely accentuated as viewed in colonial numbers) all of them are now regarded 
as being variant forms of Io hexagona. For technical taxonomic reasons, I. tripetala 
is now to be called tridentata . As for "I. carolina'', for some obscurE: reason 
Small persisted in using the name while acknowledging that it was synonymous with I. 
virginica of Linnaeus ; perhaps it was his way of assuring that no other use of the 
name 11virginica 11 was intended. 

Dr. Small was a very astute observer, and although he did not make mention of 
any appreciable degree of morphological similarity between the Florida and the 
Louisiana irises , he did offer constant reference as to a "connnon origin ••• in the 
highlands . ,: In discussing their habitats h~ wrote of his I . giganticaeru.Zes as he 
found it on the praries south of Pointe-a ~a-Hache in southern Louisiana that it was 
"of the same stature as I.savanna.rum in Florida, often covering vast areas, 
especially towards the salt marshes . It is quite obvious that he was intending an 
ecological equivalent rather than one of measurement in the use of the word. 

The. last of his_papp:rs ::;dealt with the preservation of his beloved irises. 111 
the course of the studies thousand of rhizomes had been collected for growing at 
the New York Botanical Garden and elsewhere, many of them representative of pop.. 
ulations never seen again, for even as they were being discovered they were also 
being distroyed by housing, drainage, agricultural and industrial development, 
particularly in the environs of New Orleans, but later also in Florida. Today the 
sandy beachhead marshes may be the last refuges of Florida irises. It is now almost 
too late for an endangered species edict to preserve them, yet even a single sur
viving plant in ideal conditions can soon form a thriving colony from seed if the 
habitat is sufficiently preserved. Fifty years ago Florida must have been 11Blue 
Iris Heaven": perhaps it could be again. 

Dr. Small's pertinent papers were: 

ADDISONIA 1924 p. 313 I. CAROLINA ; p. 314 I.HEXAGONA; p. 315 I . FOLIOSA; p. 316 
I. VERSICOLOR; p. 317 I. SAVANNARUM*; p . 318 I. KIMBALLIAE*; p. 316 
I. LACUSTRIS; p.320 I . CRISTATA. 

1927 p. 385 I. VINICOLOR*; p. 386 I. PSEUDPCJRUS ; p. 387 I. TRIPETl\LA 
p. 388 I. FULVA; p . 389 I . FLEXICAULIS*; p. 390 I . RIVULARIS* ; 
p. 391 I. SHREVEI : p. 392 I. PRIS:t"JATICA. 

1929 p. 449 I. VIOLIPUPUREA* ; p. 450 I. ALBISPIRITUS*; p . 451 I. GIGMTIC
CAERUNEA* ; p. 452 I. CHRYSOPHOENICIA*; p. 453 I. MIRACULOSA*; p. 454 
I. CHRYSAEOLA* ; p. 455 I . ATROCYANEA*; p. 456 I. VERNA (Mountain form) 

1931 p . 520 I. VERNA (Coast' form) 

The above species names are colour plates from mary E. Eaton's pa i ntings. New species* 
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JOURNAL OF THE NE;W YORK BOTAiUC GARDEN: 
1930 V. XX.XI p . 40-45 "Chronicle of Eastern American Iris". 

p. 23/-244 "Iris Studies of the Gulf States" (ill . ) 
p . 272-277 "harvesting Iris Seeds in the Gulf States" (ill.) 

1931 v XXXII p. 40·.66 r:Altitudunal Distribution of Eastern American Iris" (ILL . ) 
p . 17 ~-184 "Salvaging Native American Iris" (ill.) 
p . 278-288 "Vanishing Irisu (ill.) 

1934 V XXXIV p . 17-18 "Native Iris No tes 11
• 

It was 
as it grows 
and August I 
Lake Huron. 
travel is by 

Iris versiaolor IN NORTHERN ONTARIO 

Edgar .Anderson, BAIS 22 : 47 

this summer my privilage to study our native blue flag, I. versiaoZor, 
in the primeval coniferous forests of Northern Ontario. During July 
was located in the Temagami Forest Reserve, some 150 miles north of 
It is a land of lakes and rocky cliffs and virgin forest, where all 
boat and the only trails are those that from one lake to another . 

I. versiaolor is one of those species that has found itself well suited to 
civilized communities, crowding out in broad masses across pasture lands, growing 
for miles along the drainage ditches by railroad tracks, and spreading out lustily 
in the low spots of gardens. At Temagomt, which simulates the original conditions 
of our northern states, it occupies a much less important place. Ther e it is 
mainly found singly and in small groups close to the lake margins. In sheltered 
coves it grows underneath the arbor-vitae in pockets of soil between th~ rocks. On 
glacier smoothed promontories it follows upon the heels of more sturdy pioneers · 
which have cracked the rock, and grows in small stunted groups near the water's 
edge, or at the end of a marshy portage it will be seen reaching towards the light 
from the murk among the tree roots. 

Wherever man has come in and made himself a home in the wilderness, Iris versi
ooZor has rapidly come into its own. At the little town of Temagami, where the 
railroad brings civilization into contact with the forest and the lake, it grows in 
small clumps all about the place, coming up spontaneous·ly in back yards, spreading 
out along the lake shore , and dotting the cow pastures. There does seem to be some 
subtle connection between Blue Flags and cows. 0 I·shall never" said one boy who 
helped me gather iris seed pods in New Hampshire, unever think of iris again without 
thinking of cows and wet feet. 

Years ago. Father Paradis, a mi}ture of saint and scalawag, founded a little 
colony of French Canadians in a sandy bay at the northern end of Lake Timagoni. 
The colony finally died out but Father Paradis hung around, preaching to the Indians 
at the Hudson Bay Post, prospecting for gold, and raising a small he~d of cattle. 
Today Father Paradis is dead and the forest is marching back into his little outpost 
clearing, his barns have fallen in, chipmunks build their nests in his chapel, but 
where his cattle used to graze in a marshy pasture close to the ·lake, Iris versi
ooZor grows by the thousands . When it blossoms in mid-July, it is the strangest 
iris garden on the continent. Bounding the horizon are the rocky cliffs and forested 
s l opes of Lake 1emagami. Except for the little clearing and the ruined walls of the 
farm buildings there is no sign of man. Overhead towers Father Paradis' rude wooden 
cross, set on a bare rock with boulders piled about its base. And for a hundred 
yards or so the meadow all about is blue with Iris versioolor. 

Bee Warburton found and sent in this ZittZe story. 
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r-iORAEA CARSONI 

B. L. Butt:t:t 

Moraea may be regarded as an Afr ican counterpart of the northern genus Iris. 
I t is mainly South African, but · some 10- 15 species occur within the tropics in 
Angola and around Lake Nyasa and the southern end of Lake Tanganyika. Moraea 
differs from Iris in having the members of the perianth free to the base, not united. 
into a tube as in Iris . If we follow the late Dr. N.E. Brown in excluding the 
rhizomatous iris -leaved speci es which form the section or genus Dietes, then Mora.ea 
is f urther distinguished from Iris by its leaves . In the former they are terete or -
dorsoventrally f l attened, whereas in Iris they are laterally flattened. 

M. Carsoni was one of the many new species discovered by Alexander Carson a t 
Fwambo on the southeast corner of Lake Tanganyika. Some of these are still botanical 
rarities; for the area has been little explored since Carson's time, and his specimen 
of this Moraea is still the only one known from N. W. Rhodesia. The s pecies has 
s ince been found in east'ern Uganda and on Mt . Elgon, ~nd these specimens , in spite 
of being so widely separated from the type locality , s how no distinguishing features 
to suggest that they may belong to a distinct species . The distribution, however, is 
not really surprising, for it is now apparent that the species of the African 
grasslands noramlly have a wide range where conditions are suitable . 

·u. Carsoni is easily distinguished from M. Thomsoni, nest to which Baker placed 
it, by its having flat , not subterete leaves. Its affinity among the South Afr i can · 
species is at present difficult to dete r mine as the genus is in need of critical 
revision, the studies commenced by the late Dr. N.E . Brown being l eft uncompleted 
by his death. Probably the affinity i s with the plants Baker called M. eduZis Ker
Gawl., but these have ciany :more flowers in an "inflorescence . The plan·t~ from which 
our figure was prepared were grown at Kew from bulbs received· from the Mt. Elgon 
Nurseries, and flowered in the Cape Hotlse in April, 1937 . The species requires a 
sandy soil and a temperature of 55°-60 F.; after flowering watering must be decresed 
to allow the plants to pass into a resting state until the following October. 

DESCRIPTION : Corm fibrouP- coated, 1. 8 cm. in diameter, giving rise to a. single s tem· 
with one or two sheathing leaves at its base . Foliage leaf solitary, · 

developed a little way above the .base of the stem, f l ut , about 30 cm . long and 5 cm. 
broad . Inflorescence slightly branched. Bracts 2.5-3.5 cm. long, green with a 
narrow membramous border , acuminate at the apex. Perianth-segments free to the base, 
the outer ovate-lanceolate, purple with a yellow purple-spotted blotch at the b_ase, . · 
2.5 cm. long, 8 nun. broad, retuse and mucronulate at the tip; the inner ones smaller 
and narrower, 1.7 cm. long a nd 5 nun. broad , mauve. Stamens with flat tened filaments . 
6 mm. long united into a tube in the lower half; anthers 4 mm. long . Ovary inferior, 
green, tubinate , 3 mm. long, 3-cell ed with numerous ovules. S-tyle 3-branched, the · 
branches 1 cm. long provided with 2 linear-lanceolate 1 cm. long crests; the stigma 
in the form of two collateral curved ridges on the under side of the style arm 
below the crest. Fruit not seen. 

DISTRIBUTION: Tropical Africa. N.W. Rhodesia, E. Uganda and Mt . Elgon 

Fig. l> a pl ant showing the single leaf and lower ~art of scape, natural size; 
2t 3 and 4? inf lorescences natural size; 5 outer perianth segment , x 1. 5; 
6 i nner perianth segment , x 1. 5 ! 7 - flower with perianth segments 
removed, X 2. . 

Reprinted from the Bot. Mag. tab. 9544, 1938. 
Contributed by Homer MetoaZf. 
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NATIVE IRIS OF LAKE COUNTY (CALIFORNIA)* 

Helen Rickabaugh 

Lake County has only one variety of native iris,..!_. macrosiphon , 
though around the edges a few others may creep in, especially..!_. purdyii 
to the north. Macrosiphon means "large tube" and refers to what the 
non-botanist would think of as the throat of the blossom . This iris is 
not as showy as many other Pacific Coast natives but is remarkable for 
its exquisite variations in color, ranging through dozens of pastel 
tints which include pinks and violets, also deep blue and purple but no 
true red. 

A person pressed for time could see the whole color range by starting 
at Clearlake State Park, east of Kelseyville, and staying along the 
lakeshore road past Soda Bay, Buckingham Park and Konocti Bay. So far, 
mos t of the iris will be blue but I have seen pink ones along there, and 
last spring twice saw dark blue sports with six standards and s ix falls . 
A hands and knees tour of any hillside is worthwhile just to see the 
infinite variations even among the blues: wide falls with unusually 
long narrow fluted standards; narrow falls with short standard s so wide 
they form a shallow cup; fancy blotches that almost cover the petals, 
and other blooms nearly plain; different combinations of all this, too . 

From Jago's Point you can follow the main road toward Lower Lake. 
You come out on Highway 29 at a cut too steep to climb, but do get out 
of the car and walk along the road so you can look up to where the iris 
look down at you . This is the first place wher e you can see them in all 
colors. Last year there was a lovely orange one among creams, pinks and 
blues. 

From there go to the foot of the grade toward Lower Lake and take 
the first road to the right, toward Seigler Springs. About a mile out 
keep on the road to the left and follow the signs saying Perini's. This 
road , mostly dirt, is a roundabout one to the spring resorts and from 
the top of the hill, clear around , you will see iris in all colors. 
Each time I make this trip there are more summer homes along the road 
and more land has been cleared for walnut orchards, which is why I am 
telling you all this; years ago I would never tell strangers where our 
choice nat ives were, but soon the only ones to be seen will be in our 
gardens. And anyhow, you had better mostly look and not dig without 
pennission because the second part of this trip (toward the spring 
resorts) includes an area where the soil contains California diamonds. 
Rock hounds have done so much damage that property owners are quite 
hostile and there have been some unpleasant incidents over trespassing . 

* Reprinted from AIS Region 14 Bulletin, Fall 1963, pp. 41 - 42 . 



Even this trip, however, cannot guarantee to show all of the iris 
at one time because apparently many of them put on a good show only 
about one year out of three. _I used to blame this on hot dry summers 
but find it to be true also in my garden where the plants get some 
water . A plant will have a profusion of bloom one year, so few_ the next 
I will think I am losing it then the next bloom heavily again . There is 
a hillside of plants in ·our valley which I have been watching because 
there are blue iris on one side and yellow on the other and I hope for a 
color break. But in the past three years there has not been a single 
bloom although the plants look healthy. 

For the hybridizer ..!._. macrosiphon offers most, in my opinion, in 
selection rather than in crossing with another variety. The main reason 
is that it grows in hotter drier locations than any other and so could 
be developed for garden use in hot areas where the coast iris could not 
be grown. It certainly needs no improvement in color, and you should 
have seen our native-robin friends from Washington and Oregon drool over 
the smoky ones; they said such a true smoky color is not found in any of 
the other Californicae. 
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The foliage varies from narrow, rather limp, grasslike clumps to 
leaves that are nearly half an inch wide and stand erect; in color from 
deep green to green-grey, the latter the most common. Some are evergreen 
and others die down in winter. These last may offer something interesting 
because while permanent greenness is desirable in many places there is 
much to be said for fresh green leaves coming out each spring; it might 
do away with the brown tips that spoil the appearance of many clumps. 
In the garden the dry tops could be removed with other garden debris, 
thus giving the blooms a chance to push through faster and grow taller, 
because you often see blossoms distorted by the mass of dry leaves . 

The least attractive feature of..!._. macrosiphon is the way it blooms, 
described in its common name of Ground Iris; and the blooms often come 
around the outside of the clump instead of among the leaves . When they 
do appear among the leaves they have the unkept look, many times, of the 
common garden winter iris . Yet you often see plants with the flowers 
blooming just above the leaves, held proudly on long stems. 

These are some of the reasons I think so much could be done by 
patient selection • ..!._. macrosiphon is difficult to transplant while in 
bloom, like all other native plants. It grows on dry hillsides; brought 
into the garden it needs to be watered to settle the soil around it . So 
it dies from too much water; don't water it and it dies anyway . The 
only sure way of getting it is to mark it and dig it in the winter. 
Like most people interested in native plants I ' d be rich if I had a 
dollar for every one I've marked and never gone back after . So in the 
case of I. macrosiphon I must resolve to brave the heat and rattlesnakes 
for seeds, the wintry blasts for plants, and get many into my garden. 
From these I can keep planting selected seed for good growing habits and 
the best coloring, and always be hoping for something unusually 
beautiful. 

Tflis art1-0Ze was Zocated and sent -z-n by Homer Metcalf. 
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Above you see the word for "IRIS" in modern HEBREW. It is derived from the 
Greek and is pronounced HAW-ARUS ; the "haw'' is our word for " the". 

***** 

LAR:.ER BLUE f .M.; 

tfris 'f'tr.si(o/l)r-, l 



Larger Blue Flag; Blue l ris; Fleur-de-lis; 
Flower-de-luce 

(Iris -versicolor) Iris family 

Flowers-Several, 2 to; in. long, violet-blue variegated with yellow, 
green, or white, and purple veined. Six divisions of the peri
anth : J outer ones spreading, recurved ; 1 of them bearded, 
much longer and wider than the J erect inner divisions ; all 
united into a short tube. Three stamens under 3 overhang
ing petal-like divisions of the style, notched at end ; under 
each notch is a thin plate, smooth on one side, rough an·d 
moist (stigma) on side turned away from anther. Stem: 2 to 
l ft. high, stout, straight, almost circular, sometimes brnnch
mg above. Lea-ves: Erect, sword-shaped, shorter than stem, 
somewhat hoary, from Yz to I in. wide, folded, and in a 
compact flat cluster at base; bracts usually longer than stem 
of flower. Fruit: Oblong capsule, not prominently ;-lobed, 
and with 2 rows of round, flat seeds closely packed in each 
cell. Rootstock: Creeping, horizontal, fleshy. 

Preferred Habitat-Marshes, wet meadows. 
Flowen'ng S..ason-May-J uly . 
.Dfrtnouttim-Newfoundland and Manitoba to Arkansas and 

Florida. 

"The fleur-de-lys, which is the flower of chivalry," says 
Ruskin, "has a sword for its leaf and a lily for its heart." When 
that young and pious Crusader, Louis VII., adopted it for the 
emblem of his house, spelling was scarcely an exact science, and 
the jleur-de-Louis soon became corrupted into its present form. 
Doubtless the royal flower was the white iris, and as Ii is the 
Celtic for white, there is room for another theory as to the origin 
of the n:ime. It is our far more regal looking, but truly demo
cratic blossom, jostling its fellows in the marshes, that is indeed 
• • born in the purple." 

When Napoleon wished to pose as the true successor of those 
:incient French kings whose territory included the half of 
Europe-ignoring every Louis who ever sat on the throne, for 
their very name and emblem had become odious to the people
he discarded the jleur-Je-lis, to replace it with golden bees, 
the sym~ol in armory for industry and perseverance. It is said 
some rehcs of gold and fine stones, somewhat resembling an 
insect in shape, had been found in the tomb of Clovis's father, 
and on the supposition that these had been bees, Napoleon appro
priated them for the imperial badge. Henceforth "Napoleonic 
bees" appeared on his coronation robe and wherever a heraldic 
emblem could be employed. 

But even in the meadows of France Napoleon need not have 
looked far from the fleurs-de-lis growing there to find bees. 
Indeed, this gorgeous flower is thought by scientists to be all 
that it is for the bees' benefit, which, of course, is its own also. 
Abundant moisture, from which to manufacture nectar-a prime 
necessity with most irises-certainly is for our blue flag. The 
large showy blossom cannot but attract the passing bee, whose 
favorite color (according to Sir John Lubbock) it waves. The 
bee alights on the convenient, spreading platform, and, guided bv 
the dark veining and golden lines leading to the nectar, sips the 
delectable fluid shortly to be changed to honey. Now, as he raises 
his head and withdraws it from the nectary, he must rub it against 
the µollcn-ladcn anther above,_ and some of the pollen necess:1rily 
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folls·on the visitor. As the sticky side of the plate (stigma), just 
under the petal- like divisio n of the style, faces a way from the 
anther, which is below it in any case, the nower is marvellously 
guarded ag-ainst fertil ization from its own pollen. The bee, nying 
off to another iris, must first brush p:1st the projecting lip of the 
over-arching s tyle, :ind leave on the stigm:itic outer surface of the 
plate some of the pollen brought from the first nower, before 
reaching the nect:1ry. Thus cross-fertilization is effected ; and 
Darwin h:1s shown how necessary this is to insure the most vigor
ous and beautiful offspring. Without this wonderful adaptation 
of the nower to the requirements of. its insect friends, and of the 
insect to the needs of the flower, both must perish ; the form,·r 
from hunger, the l:1tter because unable to perpetuate its race. 
And yet man has greedily appropriated all the beauties of the 
floral kingdom as designed for his sole delight ! 

The name iris, meaning !I deified rainbow, which was given 
this group of plants by the ancients, shows a fine appreciation of 
their superb coloring, their ethereal texture, and the evanescent 
beauty of the blossom. (Illustration, frontispiece.) 

In spite of the name given to another species, the Southern 
Blue Flag (/. hexagona) is really the larger one ; its leaves, which 
are bright green, and never hoary, often equalling the stem in its 
height of from two to three feet. The h:mdsome solitary flower, 
similar to that of the larger blue flag, nevertheless has its broad 
outer divisions fully an inch larger, and is seated in the axils at 
the top of the circular stem. The oblon~, cylindric, six-angled 
capsule also contains two rows of seeds m each cavity. From 
South Car~ina and Florida to Kentucky, Missouri, and Texas one 
finds this iris blooming in the swamps during April and May. 

The Slender Blue Flag(/. prismatica) (I. Vfrgt"nica of Gray), 
found growing from New Brunswick to North Carolina, but mainly 
near the coast, and often in the same oozy ground with the larger 
blue flag, may be known by its grass-like leaves, two or three of 
which usunlly branch out from the slender flexuous stem ; by its 
solitnry or two blue flowers, variegated with white and veined 
with yellow, that rear themselves on slender foot-stems ; and by 
the sh:irply three-angled, narrow, oblong capsule, in which but 
one row of seeds is borne in each cavity. This is the most 
graceful member of a rath_er stiffly stately family. 

The above materiaZ was sent in by Homer MetcaZf and I wouZd Zike to quote from 
the covering Zetter he sent with it: 

" Further to the published color illustrations .. of Iris species, I ' ve found an 
old book in which the frontispiece depicts I. versicoZor, which is termed therein 
"Larger Blue Flag11 

•••••• 

The book is authored by Neltje Blancha~, with photography by Henry Troth and 
A.R. Dugmore. Its title: NATURE'S GARDEN: An aid to knowledge of our wildflowers 
and insect visitors. It was published by Doubleday, Page & Co. in New York i n 1901 . 

***** 
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'Donna Vowne.y 
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11y plan for growing the aril irises may not be the best method for anyone else. 
Our gardens comprise so many mini climates and soil conditions , in this city 
differing from street to street, and from the Heights to the Valley, that each of 
us has worked out .by trial and error the best methods for his own garden. It 
seems that the a4il irises are more affected by these conditions than any other 
plant we grow. After all, we must remember that in the wild each clone of aril 
irises c~ocGeG its own habitat, by its natural spreading habits; that sometimes the 
seed will lie in the earth for years until just the right conditions occur. So 
regardless of our best efforts, we may fail. Sometimes I think benign neglect is 
the best method. Herb McKusick grows some of the more difficult species on his 
mountain, in what he calls a 11slope of dirty gravel", while others use a coo~ 
greenhouse. 

It seems proper, however, to name a few conditions which most of us follow: 
Sharp drainage is a must, as well as a period of complete dormancy after the bloom 
season. During the period of active growth, food and water may be given i£enerously. 
Aphids and thrips must be kept away, a~1d a regime of regular spraying seems the 
best method for that . The use of a systemic fertilizer in the early spring is one 
form of insurance . 

At. t:;l;le beginning is the bed itself . I t should be raised above the level of 
the other garden, anc! the soil in it should be very light. More humus may be 
added .than we forJT1erly thought proper, and if the bed begins with at least a two inch 
bed of gravel, some twelve inches down, it is very good . Build up the light, humsy 
soil several inches above the surroundings and if one has a south facing wall, or 
at least a position where the plants will have at least six hours of sunshine , the 
arils sh~uld be happy. When planting, place the rhizome on a ridge, spreading the 
roots as deeply into the soil as they will go, then cover the rhizome with at 
least two inches of soil. A generou!" layer of plant food, a balanced formula, 
should be placed deep in the soil, so that the roots of the plant have to reach for 
it, makes them stretch and grow! 

The timing of your planting is of the greatest importance. Do not plant so 
early that there is too much top growth before freezing weather . Only the record 
of the first freezes in your area can guide you. In this area, in my garden, mid
Oct,ober is the best time for planti.ng. I have at times had so much top growth when 
the freeze§ .. came that the bloom bud, already · in the sheath, was killed, and therefore 
I had no bloom tha t year. If :::ome root growth takes place, if the plants establish 
themselves before severe cold, they can then survive, with the help of a mulch, 
quite severe cold. The regelias and the regelia-breds especially are cold hardy. 
The oncocyclus and the oncobreds need more protection. A cold frame is excellent 
for the oncocyclus irises . 

In the s~ring, after your most severe weather is over, remove the mulch and le~ 
the sun warm the bed. A light feeding of a systemic fertilizer is good a.t this time, 
and watch for the first evidence of bugs; you may see aphids in the closE-furled 
sheath of the stalks, so take immediate measures to destroy them. Some of our 
gardeners prefer to use a solution of pure soap, such as Fels-Naptha, dissolved and 
applied with a regular sprayer, rather than the chemicals such as .Malathion. When 
handling any kind of spray use the proper equipment, and follow directions exactly, 
and adverse effects will seldom happen. 

. . •, 
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Keep the soil stirred and weed-free . Have your mulch material handy ' so that 
it may be used quickly if necessary, and be generous with water. You will never 
have rot in your plants while they are growing actively. 

Most of the aril irises will need no staking, but perhaps you will need to 
protect them from strong winds. Again, this you will determine by knowing your 
own climatic conditions . 

After the bloom season, a gradual browning of leaves will occur, and the plants 
will become dormant. After a period of ripening off, perhaps a month, you may take 
up the rhizomes, trim and clean them properly, place them in clean sand or vermic-

ulite. amd store them away in a warm, dry place. Be careful with your labeling, and 
if you have made crosses, keep meticulous records . Many a glorious flower bas been 
lost to gardens because hybridizers lost their notes on it, and therefore did not 
wish to introduce it . If you chose, however, to leave your aril and aril-bred irises 
in the ground, you must withhold water. If you have heavy summer rains in your 
ar ea, prepare some kind of shelter to ward off the rain. Aril irises must have 
at least six weeks of rest. 

There is no greater challenge anywhere in the plant world than growing aril 
irises, and one glorious bloom in your garden you will consider a most fitting award, 

Your best source of aril iris plants is the plant sale of the ARIL SOCIETY 
INTERNATIONAL. A membership to t!te Society is only $4.00 a year, and brings you 
several Newsletters, the Yearbook and the plant sale brochure, as well as access 
to many friendly growers who will 'help you with your problems. Please join us. 

***** In aase you ai>e wondering as to what ai>ea Donna Do?.Jney is disaussing, it is 
AllJux,que:r>que, New Mexiao, a dry aountry suitable for aril aultu:r>e. The above was 
reprinted from the Fall, 1981, issue of the Region 8 (A.I. S.) Newsletter. Below is 
another item from the same issue exaerpted from aomment s of Jim Seeden. 

The collected I. virginiaa and I. versiaolor clumps ore blr0ming now and I 
continue to be impressed by their variety and fustrated by my lack of time to 
hybridize them. Some of the varied traits include dark stems, red based foliage, 
colours including white, pink, maroon-red, pale blue, purple, navy blue, upright 
and weeping foliage, yellow signals and decorative veining. I can't help but recall 
what has happened to Japanese Irises! I also think the large chromosome count of 
I. versicolor, 108, should make segra.tion of traits more exciting; perhaps epsier 
as well. 

***** 
SPECIES IRIS SLIDES 

A recent letter from Dorothy Rujsak, SIGNA's Species Slides DtrectorL informed · 
me of a request for our slide set from a Caton, Ohio grade school teacher wanting 
to show them to his students so they will be able to see what kind of plants will be 
produced by the seeds he purchased from our Seed Exchange. Mr. Wynn is hoping his 
school will be joining SIGNA; another first for SIGNA if so • . If school children 
are interested in these slides, perhapsouradult iris societies should have a look 
at them. Just write Dorothy(address with the Directors inside the cover) and she 
will be happy to send the set to you. No charge for their use but you are expected 
to return them by first class insured mail . Lets see how busy we can make Dorothy. 



THE NEW ZEALAND NATIVE IRIS: Libertia ' . 

Lo.l6 Mc.Vowall 

The genus Libertia was named in 1865 after Marie Libert, a Belgian botanist 
who wr"ote on liverworts about 1820 . The ten species are scattered from Chile to 
Australia, New Guinea and New Zealand. In New Zealand there are four species all 
worthwhile plants for the rock garden or for the front of the mixed border. 

Libertia ixiodes: The Maori name is Mikoikoi or Tukauki. This1 the most common 
species, is found from sea level to . 2,000 feet from North Cape 
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to Bluff, and in the Stewart and Chatham Islands. It is very hardy and grows from 
root pieces or from seed. It is a perennial plant with short creeping rootstalks_ 
from which rise narrow , yellow, tufted leaves saddled in two alternate rows, flat . 
stiff and straight (rather like flax) . The flower stalk may be unbranched or · 
branched to form a spray upon .• which small white flowers stand on thin, tiny but stiff 
stalklets. The three inner petals are longer and broader than the three outer sepals. 
The pale brown seed capsules¼ to½ inch long are broad, three valved, full of 
golden seeds and make a fine winter decoration. The flowering season is from October 
to December . Seeds ripen by March. 

Libertia grarzdif1,ora: The Maori name is Turutu (screen for a warrior). The larger 
flowered Libertia is not so common as ,'J;,. ixioides and grows 

from North Cape to Otago in damp bush in high country (1,000 - 2,000 feet) , It is 
also very hardy. The brownish-green leaves tipped with orange are two to three feet 
long and½ to 1 inch broad. The three foot high stalks have larger white flowers 
¥hich grow in clusters of two to ten, followed by stiff sprays of orange capsules. 
It may be propogated by division or grown from seed. The flowers form in spring and 
the seeds ripen by February. 

~ibertia perigrinans: (Roaming; alluding to its habit). Found in damp hollows 
among sand dunes, its underground rhizomes produce little fap.s 

~f leaves up to a foot or so away from the or: inal plant. It has very stiff broWP
ish green leaves, 8 to 10 inches long, with a iell defined yellow midrib . It is 
hardy, Flower stalks appear in spring; they are shorter than the leaves . Flowers 
?re white and capsules yellow brown. This also may be propogated by division or 
grown from seed . 

Libertia -puZcheZZa: (Pretty little thing). This dwarf or forest iris, the smallest 
. species, grows in South Australia, Tasmania and throughout New 
~ealand from sea level to 4,000 feet in damp places, especially open bush. It is 
very hardy but must be given full shade. This little iris has stiff upright leaves 
3 to 6 inches long and looks like grass. It produces panicles of small white flowers 
followed by large white capsules. The flowering season is from November to January. 
The seeds ripen by June. 

Libe:t>tia are not showy subjects but have merits which appeal to those who 
?ppreciate delicate flower detail and who possess a love of our native plants_. 
Theu are particularly free from pesta and diseases. Established clumps will deter· 
iorate with age, so plantings should be broken up as necessary and only the young 
growth replanted, 

ED: The above material, was sent to me by Paul Richardson of New Zealarzd. arzd was heul 
here until I could find out more about this genus of Iridaceae. ~These foUZ' 

species ar'e described in the FLORA OF NEW ZEALAND, Vol. II, L. B. Moore::~,g;.·E. Edgar 
1976 arzd as we'lZ three of them in MANUAL OF THE NEW ZEALAND FLORA-; T.F. Cheeseman 1906. 
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In these journal,s Spreng is named as describing the genus in 1824 and giving L. 
pulchella and L. ixioides their names in the same year>. L. grandiflora was named by 
sweet in 1830 and L . peregrinans by Ckn. & AUan in 1926. Some sm:iU ch>CII.tJings ar>e 
shown in FLORA OF NEW Zl!,"'A.LAND of the fl,ol;)ers and seed capsules of the four species. 

I saw the three l-ar>ger species in the Dunedin Botanical, Garden in fuZl bloom 
'late in November 'last and from a distance they were ancZmost soUd mass of white. 
Cl-oseup the flowers were thick on the stiff stal-ks and overpowered the leaves. I 
didn't know at the time they were so hard.y, although Dunedin does get some snowfaU. 
North Cape is at the north end of the north isl-and and near tr.opical, and Stewar>t is 
just off the southern coast of the south isl-and some 1200 miles from North Cape. The 
Otago is near> Dunedin well- south in the south island, so these species face a wide 
range of ciim::i.tic conditions from tropical to tempe:rute cold and frost. I expect 
they woul-d make a nice addition to any garden. 
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SOl"lE SPECIES I GROW 

Ua,i,n.e. Hulbe/Lt 
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I don ' t think I've seen much in the pages of SIGNA about bloomi ng I. persiaa. 
I had a bulb in the greenhouse this year and it responded very nicel y to conditions 
there, including general gloom and two heater failures . (I don 't believe we have 
had two sunny days per week for this whole winter, and it has been so stunningly 
cold he re (Virginia) as almost everywhere el se). It showed above the soil about 
December 16, and was in full bloom December 23. · The colour was quite unexpected and 
sent me running to Dykes; .but nc, there is no complete self of re~-purple in Dykes ' 
seven described varieties. In all its characteristics, though, it is· persioa. 
Those wide-· winged hafts with the ruffled flanges and the ruffled style-crests are· 
charming in profile, so I have drawn the plant; a bird ' s eye view of a rather 
skimpy flower; much like I. retioulata. 

If you want to colour the picture, the red-violet is a quiet, rather transparent 
but ~y no means drab suffusion throughout , until you come almost to the end of the 
tube where the tissue becomes white. The crests on the falls are bright orange, 
and s'pread widely · where the falls emerge from the cl asping wings. The emerging 
leaves are emerald green and will stay that way for a t l east two months, reaching 
a lengt h 4!~ inches . Quite early t he leaf edges will whiten and a delica t e mar gin 
will show under a magnifying glass . 

I guess everybody who has had anything to do with Junos has been fascinated 
by these white, horny or ciliate l eaf margins. I can 1t help thinking that their 
presence is a s ign of good health in the plant , and their absence may as likely be 
a counter- sign as a t rue plant character . · 

Take my plant of I. a:uaheri, for examp~e. It came thorugh about the same 
time as I . persioa, but has only bee n in bloom for a week (i. e . since Feb. 15), 
and it is pushing its buds one by one out of t he sheathed pack of leaves, five 
pairs of them, instead of from the axils as is normal. ~~e leaves ought to have an 
"inconspicuous horny margin" (Dykes), but they have none a nd are quite soft and 
dull, a l ight green. I think I know what ·ails this unfor.tunate plant; it is in a 
five inch po t a nd ought to have one much larger . My mistake at potting time, and 
quite inexcusable~ since I have been digg;ng up bedded Juno irises for years and 
know their rooting r equirements perfectly well . 

I shall turn out these potted bulbs too, when the foliage has ripened . There 
is nothing like storing bare bulbs t o kept them healthy; an.d then too I am already 
intensely curious about whether I have blooming sized I . persioa and I. auahePi for 
next year. 

I had consulted SI GNA on what to expect these flowers to smell like. Violets 
and vanilla. Oh, no, no, no . Nothin_g at all on I . persioa., a nice. honeyed scent on 

·I . auaheri, but vanilla? 

I had to wait pretty l a t e in the Editor's year to get even· two irises down on 
record ; so I won 't w~it for I. unguioularis. I have several clones of these in the 
greenhouse, and while I am awar.e they don't do .very well in pots, having tried before, 
I am also aware they do nothing out of doors in this latitude, except survive. But 
r eaders who are getting some I.· unguioularis., 1

or dividing some, really ought to do 
as.Charl es B~drpck did (SIGNA p. 8.11) and as I did this fall ; put a small division in 
water. With no at tention whatever it will bloom early (Jan. 16th for me) and heavily 
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(three blossoms) for the size of the division. My greenhouse pots did flower in 
February l ast year, so I may not have long to wait. The buds can sneak up on you. 

I believe it was early April last year before I bloomed ant Evansias. I haven't 
even brought them into bright light yet, as February is running out. But what 
splendid house plants I . t ectorwn varieties have turned out to be! When you have 
grown them outdoors for years and suffer ed their untidiness at all seasons, it is 
very pleasant to see nicely behaved they can be when you stop being permissive. 
Actually I. tectorwn "Taiwan" from SIGNA seed (76$212) has lived through two Blue 
Ridge winters outdoors and bloomed on schedule. I lost the seedlings I left out 
through Conne cticut winters , and that was when I first made a house plant of it. 
The hybrid seedlings "Taiwan.: x I . tectorwn atba (77$203) ought to be hardier , but 
I lost those too, all but one I potted. It bloomed indoors two weeks earlier than 
its pod parent, but on a very splendid plant ; but its size was the only characteristic 
I could relate to the pollen parent. I find both these seedling lots produce 
flowers in a silky violet quite distinct from any other clones I have seen. The 
spots do not appear for the first day or so, and there is only the contrast of the 
white crest. I had not potted up I . tectorwn aZba to make the prescriptive back
cross ; I hope to be on the ball this year, but I did make the cross between seedlings 
both ways and got five pods,, four of which I lost somewhere. I was so ashamed of 
my carelessness I didn't keep any of the remaining seeds for myself, but I hope 
someone who grows the seeds will report via SIGNA. They will probably develop fast . 

--I hope nobody involved, least of all Ruby Buchanan feels the germination 
hints gathered together in SIGNA pp . 769~797 were a wast'e of time. I have had a 
l ot of help from them. J ust as no two growers use the same methods, no two readers 
will take the same hints . But ther e is a lot of good experience there. 

At the time the staff was preparing this informntion I was writiu'g,unbeknownst 
to ask whethe r anybody could tell me how to germinate Louisiana and Japinese seeds . 
The answer came quite effortlessly; plant them in Vfrginia. Because the first time 
I did so I got heavy germination, and even though I was here only off and on to 
care for the seedlings, I now have so many Japanese seedlings I will have to give 
up my whole cutting garden to them .• . or throw them away . 

As to the springtime irises, the ones that come along in April, May and early 
June, the mountain frosts have simply wiped them out the last two years. But I am 
still hopeful. 

***** 

REVIEW 

IRIS in FLORA EUROPAEA, v . 5, Cambridge 1980 

Roy Va.v-<.d-6011 

Before leveling what might be undue criticism of name changes , we must give very 
careful study to this work of Webb and Chater, fairly asking "Does this treatment not 
lend a greater understanding of Iris?" 

In order to make that evaluation, most of us will need to brush up on soma of 
the terms, (i. e ., stock, invest, patent, iso-bilateral) and we must remember recent 
SIGNA idscussions of some of the synonymy ., that I. ZatifoZia = I. xiphioides ; I. 
vontiaa = I. hwnilis of Max Bieberstein; I . humilis Georgi= I . arenaria and I. 
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flavissima together. Thus we come to the current changes to which horticulturists 
in general will doubtlessly raise a great collective howl. 

For some time we have been hopefully anticipating further clarification, part
icularly in regard to the European pogonirises, whose cytological stud_ies has lent 
a mass of fresh evidence since Dykes' 1913 moncgraph laid before us such a 11pic ture11 

of the genus Iris, a mult:i--faceted conglomerate we do not wish to see decimated. 
It is quite possible that this present only slightly revised impression of that 
picture may be precisel y what was needed. And yet if it should be found so, we 
cannot expect to find everything else to be as befqre; we cannot tamper with one 
part of the genus without affecting something else and we must accustom ourselves 
to acceptance of certain inconvenient changes of names as being part of the logic 
r epresented. · 

For example , among th~ 40 chromosome amphidiploid pogon1r1ses founfl throughout 
southwestern Europe we have heretofore had a most confusing situation, one of the 
thorniest nests of misunderstanding. We ought not to whine that they all now be 
called by Lamarck's 1789 binomial Iris lutesaens:; with two subspecies, the first 
including all the varients except those defined by Brotrero as I . s!)hbiflora, and 
the second precisely those as ssp . subbiflora. The cost of this is the submergence 
of what we've fondly acknowledged as I. ahamaeiris (as defined by

4
Bertoloni) into I. 

lutesaens ssp. lutescens . Certainly in horticulture this will . always be known as 
I. chamaeiris. That is as it should be. In nature it has become exceedingly rare, 
and in horticulture it has been the bone to be picked and repicked . May it rest in 
peace. 

The comparably short, unbranched pogonirises of sou~heast Europe are given to 
two species, based on the length of the tube (hypanthial-tube is here used for what 
we in America usually call the perianth-tube.) I. reiahenbaahii, with a shorter 
tube, is taken to include both diploid and polyloid fonns (I. balkana, I. bos~iaaa, 
I . nkorilii) while I. suaveolens with a longer tube includes I . ruhromarginata. 
(For an unexplained reason I. mellita is given no mention whatever, surely an 
oversight?) 

There will be those to quarrel over the ranking of I. attiaa as a subspecies 
of I . pumila while:! I . pseudopu iZa is given f.ull species recognition, As regards 
the other pogonirises, we must surely admire the restraint brought in disposing o f 
such clouded situations , although we might question the citation of some of the 
chromosome counts (which surely were n~de on hybrid material). Hybrids are explained 
and some introgressive situations as well, but no counts mentioned in that light at 
least. I. germaniaa is included as "perhaps of natural occurrance" originally in 
the eastern Mediterranean, and to it is given the variety florentirza, while I . 
albiaans also unaccountabl y is recognized as being a distinct species! I:· ·-rrarsiaa 
Ricci & Colasante 197 5 is included as a very- wide.... leavE:!d i:species" similar to I . 
germanica but found in the wild state in the Appenines of Italy, and seeming to· 
bear some affinities with I. paUida ssp. aen.giaZti·. · I. iUyriaa Tomosini is 
discussed as an intermediate between the two subspecies of I. pallida, but not · 
formally treated, It is possibly only an oversight that I. pallida is not included 
among the pogon species that have contributed importantly to garden bearded irises, 
(Number 22 is included in that citation and that is I. albiaarzs3 whereas I. pallid.a. 
is number 23, an orthographic error?) The Spurias of Europe are taken as consisting 
of I. spuria with no less than four subspecies, spuria, ma1•itima, halophila and 
oah:tioleuaa, whil e a fifth? ssp. notha from the Caucasus; has been mentioned as possibly 
found also in SE Russia ; I. graminea and I. pontiaa (formerly I. hwnilis Bieberstein) 
appear unencumbered with any varient or subspecific members , and I. sintensisii 
has gained the subspecies brandzae, sometimes appended to I. graminea by other 
authors. 
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In the discussion of I . unguirufoaris, the authors do not find evidence to 
show any clearly distinct subentities 1 those of Greece, Crete, Anatolia and Syria 
seemingly all bridged by intermediate forms. Escaped or naturalized irises included 
are I. trifl,ora Balbis, one of the ensata -bigZwnis-Zaotea group from central Asian 
steppe lands as established in Italy, and I. versiooZor in Britain (as also it is 
suggested I . spuria.) 

The authors, of course, did not find the space to elucidate on many of their 
opinions and decisions (i.e . I . trifZora) . Perhaps we shall be hearing more from 
them, and meanwhile we can ponder and appreciate the very great bulk they have 
given us. 

Comment from Jean Witt : 111 confess 1 1m a little disappointed, not so much in what 
they did to the bearded species, but because they seem to 

have paid little attention to Randolph's cytological work. And they have failed to 
mention such things as I. oroatioa3 I. perrieri~ I. rudskyi:, etc., yet have come up 
with a new one I . marioa! What possible rationale can there be for resurrecting 
Ii. germanica and aZbioans? Why suaveoZens instead of rubrorrurginata? And what 
HAVE they done wi tJri..1:~ ·me-lZita? ( or is i t that Turkey is outside their jurisdiction?) 
I do not think it out of line to put oengiaZti under paZZida., and to state that 
iZlyrica is intermediate . I would like to think this work has been based on living 
material, but somehow I doubt it . 11 

Comment of Brian Mathew: 11 I cannot make"I. ensata" into I. trifl,ora; I come up 
up with I. laotea3 so I don't know how they arrived at 

that .. • • It is a pity that plant taxonomy is such a fuzzy subject." 

Afv1 I A SPECIES Roy da.v-<..el6on.. 

It would be totally unthinkable that anybody should announce "I am a species." 
It is just as imprecise to say of an iris that it IS a species . More exact and 
therefore more proper is to express it as "That iris belongs to such and such species, 11 

thus allowing the mind to accept tall and thin, short and stocky, a multitude of 
colours and all the other variabilities allowable within a given species as the 
circumscription was written for it. 

The New Columbia Encyclopedia (1975) says that "In biology (the species is) a 
category of classification, the original (and still the basic) unit in the demar
cation of plant and animal types. The species marks the boundary between populat
ions of organisms, rather than between individuals. Because related species are 
not absolutely permanent (due to evolutionary influence) a precise definition of 
the term is difficult." So far , so good. Then "On the basis of genetics, scientists 
now include in a species all individuals that are potentially or actually capable 
of interbreeding and that share the same gene pool, that collection of character
istics whose combination is unique to the particular species, although each individual 
of the group may not display every single one of them. In many cases where members 
of different species can interbreed, the offspring are usually sterile, as the mule 
for example . " 

Obviously this last does not pertain to irises as we now accept their classifi
cation. Obviously it was this concept that motivated Rodionenko, for example, to 
disengage the bulbous members from the genus Iris. Towards such an ideal the 
cytotaxonomists are pushing , and this of course, accounts for much of the necessity 
to change the names by which we reconize familiar species of iris. "Science is the 
systemic reduction of diversity truideoity" wrote Myerso-n . the species concept has 
been a prime mover towards this goal in matters biological and although it is not 
perfect, it has never been bettered. ***** 
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IRISES IN SOUTH-EASTERN ASIA 

Captain F. Kingdon Ward, B,A • ., P.R.G.S., F.L.S., V.M. H. 

Tibet, though on the whole dry and -sunny enough, is for .the most part far too 
cold for Irises, or indeed for any flowering plants. Over a vast area of the interior 
plateau, which averages 15,000 to 16,00Q feet above sea levels the total number of 
species of flowering plants does not exceed fifty. These are both small a~d widely 

scattered so that the bleak, rolling landscape locks completely bare. There ar.e no 
species of Iris there. 

In southern and eastern Tibet, however, where the mountain ranges are no less 
lofty, the rivers have cut their gorges far below the the general level of the 
plateau, down to 10,000 or even 9,000 .feet . Here a very different type of flora 
prevails . We find bush meadows as well as alpine turf, thick forest: as well as 
scrawny bush, park-like country as weli' as bitter thorn scrub , Continuing southwards 

~d ·castwards over the high main ranges towards the mountainous frontiers of Assam, 
Burma and China, the valleys become deeper, and consequently warmer a~d the heavy . 
monsoon rainfall ensures to the vegetation an ever-increasing luxuriance and variety. 
Thus the valleys are filled with sub-tropical evergreen, and warm temperate semi
evergreen forests, while the enclosing mountains a re still suffici ently bigh to 
support a copious alpine flora. Here other species of ·Iris are found; sometimes 
singly or sc~ttered, more often in large. colonies. 

On the whole, although a fair number of Iris species are endemic in south
eastern Asia, they belong to comparately few types,* and most of them differ from 
one another, or from their nearest allies elsewhere, only in trival details. It 
would, I think, be true to say that no, or very few, really s triking 'species come 
from this part of the world, so far as is known at present. On the other hand,. -I 
am convinced that other species remain to be discovered. The flowers of most I r ises 
are fugitive, and their season is a short one. Even in those parts of Tibet wh~re 
travellers have passed by, the chances that they were there just when the !rise::, 
were in bloom, are not too good. Unless they happened to be botanists--and ··it .is 

surprising how few travellers ever see plants when they are not in flower-~they would 
hardly be: likely to recognise them in fruit~ras frequently happens, without even. 
fruits . With dv1.ur.firises, whose leaves wither and whose 'fruits ·are on or half under 
the ground, it would be quite impossible for them to do so. 

Mo:r.6<:)?TGr, it seems to me highly probable thnt the deep gorges of the Yangtze , 
NeKong, and Salween rivers, not to mention others, may conceal several species. yet 
unknown. Almost ideal conditions pre~ail in these dry, warm valleys between 12,000 
and 9;0QO feet, and immense areas are quite unexplored. The only valid argument 

that can be advanced against this belief is the fact tha·t ·most ·of the Irises from this 
region are fairly widely distributed. Nevertheless, endemic species may occur in a · 
few isolated places, and I for cne think it highly probable that they do , 

At various times I have found Irises growing in places known politically as 
China, Tibet, Burma, Manipur, the Shan States and Assam. But it cannot be too 
strongly emphas:fsi?d that from the phytogeographical point of view this elevated 
country is one continuous region to wh;i:ch geographical botanist;s have given the 
name Sino-Himalaya, · ,- : . :• . 

* Four sections out of the twelve recognised by Dykes are represented in Sino
HimaZaya. More than 7-,a,lf the known species are inclv.ded 1:n the section Apogon., 
and half of these are in the Sibirica group. 
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This great region--it deserves the epithet great, if only because of its mag
nificient ranges of snow mountains, though it actually comprises onJ.y a very small 
part of southern Asia--lies between the meridians of 70° and 110° (thus including 
Kashmir in the north- west) and the parallels of 20° and 40° (thus including the whole 
of the Himalayas and Tibet). In the north and west it touches the Central Asian 
region, in the south and south- east the Inda-Malayan region, and in the east, the 
Eastern Asiatic region, and from these adjacent regions, Sino-Himalaya, completely 
sterilized as it was during the great ice age, hss drewn drawn most of its flora. 

Thus it is not surprising that these close contacts have led to a good deal of 
repetition. There has hardly been time for the evolution of an entirely new flora, 
rich in endemics, nor indeed is Sino-Himalaya, despite its unusual elevation, a 
sufficiently isolated area. That is to say, much of the flora is very similar to 
that of the surrounding botanical regions, and this applies equally to the Irises, 
many of which do not differ profoundly from previously known species. It must be 
added, however, that no typically Mediterranean or Central Asian Iris is found in 
Sino-Himalaya, al though Xiphium* extends to Afghanistan and the Punjab . This no 
doubt is due to the difference of climate, that of Sino-Himalaya being, at least 
where Irises are found at all, too cool and mcist for those types. This explanation 
is further supported by the fact that the Sino- Himalayan Irises are for the most 

part closely related to species found in temperate Asia. Some notes on the Irises I 
have me:t with in the course of my journeys in South-Eastern Asia between 1919 and 
1939 may be welcome, the more so since I have introduced most of them to cultivation, 
though not necessarily for the first time . It must, however, be confessed that 
several of th@~ are still unnamed , while the identification of others, never a simple 
matter from dried material a lone, i s open to question. Though not myself able to 
speak with authority as to their correct identification, I do know the plants in the 
field; wherever possible I have given the name as determined at the Natural History 
Museum or Kew. From the botanical explorerts point of view the Sino-Himalayan Irises 
--of which some two dozen species are known--can be divided into two groups, (i) 
dwarf, and (ii) tall. The dwarf species rarely exceed three or four inches in height, 

1 

while the tall species are usually a foor or fifteen inches high, seldom more. Con-
sequently all are suitable for the rock garden. They are never either too robust or 

so stately as common border ''germanica" Irises; the flowers are smaller and lack the 
rich substance of those divine hearlds of an English sunnner. Yet they are not to be 
despised either. 

One can also divide them according to altitude j_nto (1) lowland and (2) high
land or alpine. Lowland species are found between 2,500 and 7,500 feet altitude, 
more or less; highland species between 10,000 and 14,000 feet . Not all lowland 

species are "tall", though most are; not all alpine species are "dwarf", though again, 
, most arc. For instance, I. kumaonensis, a dwarf species, occurs as low down as 
· s,ooo-6,000 feet, but it ascends into the sub-alpine r egion. Likewise I. ohryso-
graphes and other species grow in sub-alpine meadows , and, though not very tall, are 
too tnll to be classed as dwarfs. Generally speaking, no Sino-Himalayan Irises, or 
very few, are found between about 7,000 and 10,000 feet . If anyone is curious to 
know why, I can only suggest that this is an axtremely wet zone with a warm summer 
where the climax formation is dense semi-evergreen forest with thick Rhododendron 
undergrowth, giving little scope for open meadow or turf where Irises could grow . 
There ar~, however , exceptions. 

As regards the two groups , Iris kwnaonensis, I ruthenioa, I goniooarpa, and 
I. ahrysographes, K.W. varie ty, ar.e dwarfs; I. laotea, I. forrestii, I . miZesii, I . 
foetidissima, and several unf.denti~ied species are tall. I. kumaonensis, though always 
a dwarf, is by no means always a highlander, being found as low down as BsOOO feet , and 

* I. aitohisonii. 



as high as 12,000 feet . Some forms of I. decor>a are almos t dwarf. The other three 
dwarf spe~i es ar e genuine alpines. 
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Of the tall species t several, such as I . Zactea, I . fone stii and I. chr>yso
gr>aphes, typical form, are alpines or sub-alpines, while others, such as I . milesii 
and a species said to be allied to I. cZarkei (K. W. 11300, from Manipur) are found as 
low down as any I rises grown in this region. 

It s~r prises one to find Irises growing at 2,500 feet al titude within or· just 
outside the 'tropics . Nevertheless they do. On the plain· of Manipur, between Assam 
and Burma·, 'a p~rple-flowered Iris fills the marshes. The almost spherical form, with 
narrow 's.taridards an:d broad r.ounded falls , . recalls the JapanEc.se I . kaempfer>i, to which 
it may be related. I found this species in bloom during the early hot weather of 
February when the marshes were almost dry, though its presence indicated the wettest 
parts of the pasture . Six months later I collect ed seed, K.w; 11300 . It has been 
ipentified as very .near I . clarkei;, identification I Und it difficult to accept, 
since I. aiarkei ·is a locnl Sikkim- Bhutan species coming from 10,000 to 12,000 ·feet . 
It .is thus described by Sir _Joseph Hooker in the "Flora of British India" -- 11Pe~ianth 
bright lilac blotched with vi~let, throat yellow . • .. styl e arms 1 in . long, bright 
lilac, cr~sts square." Moreover , if a plant I collected in Tibet in 1924 in alpine 
·meadow is. I. clarkei , it seems impossible that the Manipur plant can also be i. cZarkei, 
or even near it. The two are not a bit alike , and gr ow under very different condit
ions . The Tibet plant, K. W. 5 783, has been ident ified with I. cl,ar,kei, and this is 
more likely to be_ correct than the other . 

In 1937 I collected a so~ewhat similar speci es growing in marshes at Mong Hai 
in the Chinese Shan States, also flowering in April . Mong Hai is some distance south 
of Nanipur and just inside t he tropic, but it stands at~ higher elevation. TI-1e 
Iris was abundant in really wet meadows, growing i n solid colonies which excluded 
other plants , but few of them bore flowers. I could discoveI no trace of previous 
year's capsules , and as I did not get seed I need do no more than direct the attent
ion of,_ ~uture explorers to it . 

More peculiar in its reactions is I. milesii, which bears more ' than a super
ficial r esemblance to I. wattii~ a rlant from Manipur and Yunnan, well known in our 
gardens . I collected it myself in Yunnan in 1921 . 

I first came across I. mi'lesii in. the Mishmi Hills, Assam frontier, in 1928. 
It grew sparingly on the bulging granite slabs which lined the gorges, where water 

· · leaped and slithered from the peaks, -keeping it under a continuous rain of spray. 
After that r evelation it seems superfluous to add that the r a infall here was of the 

order of 120 inches a year. I saw no plants in flower and go t no seed--in fact the 
few plants observed were perched high up on the bare cliffs and quite inaccessible . 

' In 1931 I met with I . milesii a gain growi ng on cliffs outcropping from heavily 
wooded slopes in North Burma at 6,000 feet altitude. I f ound only one colony--a large 
one, · nor ·was there the complication of icy cascades to daun t me . Again there weTE! 
no fl owers, nor , so far as I know, did a single plant in the colony flower that year. 
On the other hand, I was f ortunate encugh to find several full seed pods of the 
previous year 's flowering, from which plants were raised (K.W. 9357) . The solid colony 
was growin13 in half shade, but had seized on the escarpment, where only shrubs 

especially Rhododendrons grew, so that it received a fair intensity of light; the rain 
fores t was much too dark for it . I was led to the spot by the crimson glow of 
Rhododendron nerifl-orwn, vis ible from the valley a few hundred feet below, and clam
bered straight up into a tang'ied mass of Iris rhizomes. In 1933, beyonq Rima in the 
Lohit valley, where the rainfall is not half that of the Mishmi Hills or North Burma, 
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I reached what ought to be the Zoaus cZassiaus for I . miZesii (the real Zoaus cZass
icus it may be remarked is the North-West Himalayas, 1,600 miles distant!) Here 
every glade in the temperate forest between 5,000 and 6,000 feet was closely packed 

with its thick rhizomes and thanii~e leaves, There were hundreds of thousands of 
plants, suggesting bluebells in an English woodland. Some colonies were in full 
bloom, and they made cheerful drifts of pale bluish violet dappled with yellow 

flowers, above the bayonet leaves. No need here for it to colonise naked cliffs 
shunned by r.1ore fastidious plants, or to seek the tre.anhe:ruu.u:; protection of icy 

Cascades! The p~ant was clearly one of the dominants, and could choose the best 
seats. Yet not a single seed did I obtain, either of the previous year's crop or 

· of the current one . I formed the impression that the plant had not flowered at all 
the previous year. But that may have been wrong. Since the hundred of blooms seen 
in April , 1933, had left no trace iri October ofupollination rather than lack crtrflowers 
may have been the reason for absence of seed pods . 

It seems clear then that I . miZesii does best in a climate such as the Rima 
district, with a ·quite moderate rainfall, a warm moist summer, and a cool dry winter; 
and that the irruption of small satellite colonies into the rain-drenched Mishmi 
Hills and Irrawaddy jungle where they must content themselves with the most abandon
ed sites, came later. It has not been a success, though it is significant that of 
the three localities where I found I. miZesii I secured seed from only one, and that · 
North Burma. 

However, the latest promouncement is that none of these gatherings represents ' 
I. miZesii, and that the Mishmi Hills plant, K.W. 8154 (and hence presumably the 
Rima plant), is I . wattii. What the North Burma plant is, unless it also is I. 
wattii, I cannot say, but it is to be noted that there are only herbarium specimens 
of 8154 and 10'322, which are notoriously difficult to identify, whereas the Burma 
pl~nt 9357, being in cultivation, should be a more simple matter . (SeeT.R. Sealy in 
Gard. Chron., 4th and 11th Dec., 1937, "Iris Wattii and its Allies"). 

One of the first Irises I ever found, or at least one of the first of which I 
Gent home seed, was a dwarf alpine with large wine-purple flowers , This plant, K.W. 

4025 , grew on the great limestone range between Yungning and Muli on the Yunnan
Szechwan border, at about 12,000 altitude. Frankly, I do not remember much about it , 
beyond the dwarf height and rich colouring, which reminded me of stained glass 
windows. This was in June or July, 1921. I recognised its worth as a garden plant 

end secured some seed. The herbarium specimen was apparently identified with I. 
ahrysographes, but my recollection of it that it is very dissimilar from the I. 
chrysographes I-collected in a Tibetan alpine meadow in 1935. Major Stern, in whose 
garden at llighdown it flowers annually, says it is not that species. For the present, 
perhaps, my 4025 is best regarded as a marked variety of I. ahrysographes. 

In the same year and locality I collected a form of I . foetidissima . 
Accordingly to Dykes this familiar British species, unique in the genus for its 
vivid scarlet seeds, is confined to western and southern Europe and North Africa. 
Its presence in western Szechwan is therefore a surprising discovery, being an 
inunense extens ion eastwards. I found it growing on the high Szechwan moorland ae 
well over 12,000 feet, I think, in only one restricted area . The flowers of the 
Chinese palnt were larger and neater, more sharply engraved with clean-cut lines 
than those of the home product, which has very dull flowers, nor did I recognise it 
until the scarlet seeds proclaimed it beyond dispute. A clump of this gathering 
flowers and fruits well at Exbury. 

In 1921 I collected several Sibirica Irises in the Muli region, only I. wiZsoni, 
a slender canary yellow species so far identified. Several or these, known only by 
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number, flourish in Mr . J.B. Stevenson's garden at Ascot, where they have formed 
large clumps. 

In 1933 I found the dwarf I . ruthenica very abundant in the Lohit valley, above 
Rima.It formed extensive colonies in grassy glades within the pine forest belt, at 
about 6,000 feet altitude, flowering in May . In October I collected seed (K.W . 
10375) whicq. was ,very literelly hand-:-picked, since I gathered each seed out of the 
dust where the .Iris .grew. The flowers came out almost flush with the ground, and 
the beaked . c·apsule opens explosively, scattering the seeds. The flowers, though not 
very large, . are .chal;'ming in form and colour . In the same year, 1933, in dry Tibet, 
I colle~~ed anothi! dwa~f Iris, a genuine alpine from over 12 ,000 feet--I. gonio
carpa (K .. W. 10775) . .... This is a more frisky looking plant even than I. ruthenica, 
and in my opinion the handsomest Iris which ever came out of Tibet. 

The flowers are rull of good colour, and appear just above the ground in June
July on north-facing aipine turf slopes, singly or in small drifts and tufts after 
the manner of crocuses. The beaked capsule splits in the middle of the bulging 
sutures, but the apex remains closed. 

I. goniocarpa has long.been known in Sikkim, where it grows at 10,000-13,000 
feet. Hooker describes it as crested, six inches tall, having a capsule with long 
slender beak, 11exactly as in I. decora, of which this may be a variety, but the 
sepals are strongly bearded . " 

I see little similarity between I. decor>a and I. goniocarpa as they grew in 
Tibet, nor have I ever seen the latter 6 inches tall; 3-4 inches is more like it . 
But it must not be forgotten that these dwarf alpine- Irises continue to lengthen 
after flowering, so that in giving their height one should state explicitly what 
condition they had reached. Hooker, writing more than fifty years ago, had not the 
material, still less the living plants, we have today, ~o that there was bound to be 
confusion. · 

In 1935 I collected Iris goniocarpa again, first at Mago in the Assam Himilayas 
in bloom on 12th June, secondly, north of the Tsangpo in Tibet in ripe fruit on 31st 
August.Both localities were at over 13,000 feet . A little seed was sent home under 
K.W. 12289. Of the Mago I wrote in my diary: "Flowers violet, crested, falls 
mottled." It would never have occurred to me that this dwarf alpine collected at 
the tree line was a variety of I. decora which I had collected little more than a 
fortnight previously although I had written of it also: 11F1·owers violet with yellow 
crests, the ends fringed .... roots talk tuberous . 11 

Here I had better say something of this widespread I. decora, formerly known as 
I. nepaZensis . It was first discovered in the temperate north-western Himalaya, its 
distribution being given by Hooker ("Flora of British India") as Punjab, Western 
Tibet and Khasia Hills; a dwarf form was also known from the Shan plateau. Since 
Hooker's day its range has been extended further afield, and it· .is in fact one of the 
most widely distributed species in South-Eastern Asia. In 1935 I made four gatherings, 
two in the inner valleys of the Assam Himalayas, and two north of the Himalayas, in ·· 
Southern Tibet. These are both regions of quite · moderate rainfall, especially the 
latter. In the Assam Himalayas I. decora, a rhizomatous species , grows gregarious 
and thick on the rocky, wooded slopes, beneath pine and oak and scattered Rhododen
dron bushes, flowering in May. In mass it is an attractive sight, though it makes 
less show than I. miZesii, the only other species I have seen growing so thickly . 
In the drier Tsangpo valley and still further north in the gorge of the Po-Yigrong, 
I . decora often occupies the rather forbidding sun-soaked cliffs and sprawls over 
them luxuriantly. Flowering :i.n April or May, the seeds are ripe by July, and it was 
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.from the · Po-Yigrong gorge, the furthest point reached in Tibet, that I. S?nt: home 
seed in 1935 (K. W. 12180) .• These actual plants I did not see in bloom, but there . is 
no doubt of the identity .· In still drier p_arts of Tibet, that is to say further 
west, a dwarf Iris which has been identified with I. decora grows scattered ov~r 
stony hillsides amongst thorn scrub. For instance, my 11788, collected in the Loro 
Chu valley a t 10,000 f eet on 25th June, 1935, appear s t o be this species . My field 
note runs : "A dwarf species with yellow crested violet or purplish flowers. " This 
was at the time I found it as l egitimate a dwarf as I. ruthenwa, but by- August it 
may have qualified as a tall species, although in that comparatively dry valley it 
would never attain the stature of plants from wetter regions . 

It was nothing like so impressive as I . goniocarpa f r om the windy crags above· 
Shugden Gompa, on the edge of dr y Tibet . My judgement was that the indiv idual 
flowers in spite of their nay yellow combs bristling above could only be described 
as pinched, flimsy and ephemeral. On the other hand, I. decora is a social plant ~ 
and in bulk it; is. by no means despicable . 

In 1938, on my second visit to the Assam Himalayas, I i athered seed of I. decora · 
f rom its mor e southern--and wetter--home ground (14050) . Plants raised from this · 
gathering may fittingly be compared with those raised from seed collected in the 
Po-Yigrong gor ge (12180). My field note of 14050 says that the flowers have a scent 
of primroses, though I have never noticed any scent in this species before. Very 
few wild irises I have come across have any perceptible scent, al though if gathered 
fresh and kept in a tiN overnight, there is occasionally an unmis takable scent when 
the tin is opened next morning. I firs t noticed this with I . kumaonensis collected 
i n the Seinghku valley in 1926. 

It is p0ssible that an Iris of which I collected seed in far northern Burma in 
1937 (13311), the spathes of which often bore two flowers, is also I . decora. 

Another ·southern Tibetan Iris is I . Zactea~ formerly called I. ensata, ~ na~e 
already occupied by a different speci es. I shall not soon for get my first sight' of · 
I . Zactea in flower in June, 1935, below the Pen La, after I had crossed the ~imal~ 

ayas. It lined the irrigation fumes and crowded the edges of the fields on the col d 
plateau of arid Tibet , to the exclusion of almost every other plant. I. Zactea is a 
bicolor, the standards pale violat, the falls a delicious shade of s ulphur yellow 
delicately f ·eathered with purple. The pl.Ant forms large clumps to which the grass
like foliage gives a neat solidity, from which rise as many as six f lowering stems . 
I n sandy river beds, not too seriousl y flooded, the c lumps are often gathered into 
large colonies, which cover considerable. areas, forming a sort of spurious meadow • . 
Here it is assocaited with Hippophae, white Jasmine ? CZerratis o:t'ientaZis, Buddleja 
and a few other shrubs which can withstand such a hos tile climate . I . Zactea, K.W~ 
11712, from So.uthern Tibet is a good form of this widely-spread· Central Asian species; 
there is a . clump of it in Major Stern ' s ga;rden at Highdown. ·· 

. 
Returning once more ~o the Assam Himalayas, I collect ed fruiting sp~c~ens of an 

Iris in 1938 (numbered K.W. 14319) . This was growing scatter ed ~eneath th~ shelter 
of Rhododendron bushes on the edge of a marshy basin, the wettest parts of which 
were wine-red with millions of the exquisite Primu.Za Kin,gii . I did not. see Iris 'K.W . 
14319 in flowe r, but it is undoubtedly a "Sibirica, 11 when in fruit . about a foot tall, 
the stem bearing a single flower, rarely two. This was the only sub-alpine Iris I 
met with in the Assam Himalayas; it grew in this pastur e only, at 10,000 feet alti- · 
tude , and was no t abundant ther e . It may be a form of I. oh'l'ysographes. As f or I. 
ch:t>ysographes I found it scattered through meadows of Primula (P. aZpicoZa and P. 

FZorincla.e) in Tsari , a singularly wet apline valley in Southern Tibet, in 1935. It 
is a "Sibirica 11 Iris scarcely exceeding a foot high, usually of a deep vio l et colour 



with a panel of gold on the falls, In Tsari it was drowned in the swirling yellow 
maelstrom of the Primula sea, though its twinkling blooms glimmered bravely, like 
stars through a mist , wherever they could keep their heads awash. It was not rare 
between 10,000 and 11,000 feet, but the millions of 11Sikkimensis 11 Primulas over
whelmed it in June. 

I had already collected this species in North Burma during my. 19Jl expedition 
(K.W. 9712 and 10135), and an alpine Burma Iris collected as far back as 1919 is 
probably also I. crwysographes. Any of these plants deserves a njche· in the rock 
garden, which, if properly planned, seems to improve even dull · plants out of all 
recognition. 
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I. crwyeographes is far from dull. It is n gEim, but the high alpine limestone 
variety collected in 1921 (4025), already described~ is in a class by itself . It is · 
wor'trl noting that all the above gatherings of I. chrysographes hail from a long way . 
west of its original home in Szechwan and Yunnan. This westward extension of Chinese 
species corresponds with th~ eastward extension of Himalayan species such as I. 
kumaonensis and the recognition of the Sino-Himalaya as a major region. Much geo
graphical knowledge of the distribution of Irises in south-eastern Asia has .been 

accumulated ~ince Dykes published his rn9nograph. 

An iris on which I should be glad to be enlightened is one I found in North 
Burma in 1931. It grew at an altitude of scarcely 7,000 feet, that is to say withi~ 

t:he prohibited zone of dense semi-evergreen forest. On the banks of a leaping torrent, 
·where the forest had retreated a few yards, revealing a small glade, I came unexpect
edly on a few tussocks of Iris having . narrow grass-like leaves. All 11Sibirica" 
Irises have narrow leaves? but these were exceptionally so. It was April , and there 
was no sign of flowers--or of last year's seed either . Long before the plant flow= 
er ed we were far away up in the ~lpine valleys, anci I had no opportunity , or desire 
to visit it during the long rainy season when it would be in bloom, though I often 
thought of it and wondered. 

On the way down in October I remembered it, and after some difficulty, due to 
the change of sc~nery wrought by six months' monsoon r ainfall in these high tempest-· 
uous jungles, I iqcated my Iris. Better still, I found two fully-ripe seed capsules 
--it bad not flqwered lavishly. There the story ends ••. The plant without flowers 
has been identified with our old friend I. decora., which, of course, is not a 
"Sibirica, 11 ·.an identification I venture to challenee. 

On this same journey, and in fact higher up this same dynamic floral Adung 
valley, I observed one of the most curious botanical sights I have even seen. The 
month was October and we were on cur leisurely way down to more temperate zones , 
having recrossed the lofty passes from Tibet. The weather was improving daily, as 

fhe wind ha.eked to the north-east . At about 10,000 feet we camped for several days 
to collect seeds and autumn flowers on the alluvial cones. 

These gravel cones originate high up on the cliffs enclosing the valley and 
plough their way through the belt of forest which lines the bottom of the gorge. 
The angle of slope is about 60°, but towardsthe base it flattens and the cone flares 
out in a broad fan. · The ever-falling rock debris and more especially the snow aval
anches which roar down these slides in spring, to acc~mulate in deep beds at the 
bottom, keep the gravel fans almost clear of vegetation . Trees and shrubs find no 
permanent foothold and the fans are· colonised by a scattered growth of opportunist 
alpines? which sneak down from the alps and establish themselves well within the · 
forest zone (There is, however, a critical altitude which alpines never cross, 
whatever the opportunity.) The gravel fans in the Adung valley, at 10,000 feet, 
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were colonised by a variety of alpines, including r;1at plants (GauZtheria 'spp. , 
dwarf Rhododendrons, Gentians), bulbous plants (Nomocharis, Fritillaria, Lloydia), 
Aster fusoescens and many others. Towards the base, Nomochar>is pardanthina and an 
Iris were in ripe fruit . On the sheltered slope of the cone a wedge of hard-packed 

snow, remmant of an enormous bed over which we had climbed on our way up the valley 
in early summer, remained still urnnelted. It never would melt completely before the 
coming winter snowfall began, though it was still melting by day under the warm 
October sunshine. At its base~ on ground only recently laid bare, drifts of brightly 
coloured though stunted_ flowers were gaily blooming as though it were June instead 
of October! There were charming blue Irises, yellow Primulas, golden Trollius, 
Nomocharis, and even the azure blue Meconopsis betonicifoZia pr>atensis! Just a 
hundred yards away, on the other side of the fan~ which faced south and from wM.ch 
the snow had disappeared fcur months earlier, all these plants were dropping their 
seeds into the warm earth • . Not,~ that these "delayE!d action" plants must not be 
confused with genuine autumn-flowering species such as Gentian.a giZvostriata, Aster 

fusaescens and others. They are June flowering plants which have been kept in cold 
storage all summer so that they are physically incapable of growing . But as soon as 
this severe check is removed by the melting of the snow, with the rich earth well 
warmed and the sutumn sunshine to bless them~ they respond immediately . Without 
wasting time and substance on too much vegetative growth thc~y produce flowers with 
all speed, and so fulfil their chief function, though they will not have time to 
ripen seed before they are again covered with snow. This Iris (I<.W. 10135) has been 
identified as a form of I. chrysographes; I collected it in a marsh higher up the 
valley under 9712, which is the seed number. · · 

One other dwarf Iris I recall, frowing on a rocky slope above Pemakochung in 
the gorge of the Tsanepo--the same cliff on which I discovered Rhododendron pemak-
oense. It was November, 1924, and, of course, there were no flowers, but I collected , · 
a few seeds. The rainfall in this part of Tibet is terrific, nor is there any 
genuine dry season; the altitude was not more than 7,000 feet. The ripe capsule is 
rather long and narrow, the whole plant in fruit only about 3 in. tall; it corresponds 
neither with I. kumaonensis nor with I. gonioearpa. Beyond hazarding that it belongs 
to section 11Evansia11 I know nothinr; of this rare plant (I found only two or three 
capsules) which future explorers should look out for. There is no record of plants 
having been raised from my seeds. (K.W. 6289). 

Finally there is the dwarf alpine I. kumaonensis, well known as a north-west 
Himalayan plant, where it is found from Kashmir to Kumaun at 8,000-12,000 feet. In. 
1911 I extended its range eastwards to Yunnan, collecting specimens near Atuntzu. 

In 1926 I collected specimens and seeds in the Seinghku valley, on the Burma
Tibet frontier (6917), and there is ~ note in my field book that the flowers are 
fragrant, the scent re:ca;ling that of ripe greengages, Evidently the flowers of 
this species vary considerably. Whereas in 1926 I described them as having "falls 

.. rich gleaming purple, standards white with a purple band down the centre, beard 
(? crest) yellow, 11 a gathering frcm .the Delci valley (Assam-Tibet frontier) in 1928 
is described as follows: "falls and standards violet, beard(? crest) white, tinged 

·violet, delicately but distinctly fragrant . 11 Then in 1933 I collected this species 
inside Tibet, north of Rima, thus completing the extension of I. kumaonensis from 
Kashmir to Yunnan without a break. So it covers a wide area. It is found at consid
erable heights, sometimes above 12,000 feet and never below about 8,000 feet. It 
is a cheerful-looking little plant with a happy disposition, even if it has no claim 
to be outstanding. The forms from the wetter mountains of North Bunna and Assam 
seem to me to' 'bl SllHH.er±o,r besides havinz the advantage of scent, however elusive. 
The yellow crest and mottled falls againsi; shinine violet or purple standards, and 
the almost globular, beaked capsule, are characters which serve to distinguish it. 
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The last Iris I collected in Asia was in March, 1939, on the ~anwa Puss, 
between North-East Burma and Yunnan. It was early spring, a delicio~s season on the 
Burma frontier, when the cherry trees and Magnolias and Rhododendrons were in flower. 

The silky-green pastures were crowded with Sibiriva Irises, known to me only by their 
capsuies, still full of hard, brownish-red seeds, which they seemed incapable of 
getting rid of. This happy practice indulged in by the "Sibi:r:hms" of holding their 
seeds till the next rainy season is, alas, not shared by the dwarf irises, which 
scatter them utterly before Christmas. 

These random notes, written mainly from memory, are far from complete. It is 
especially to be regretted that of the round dozen spec~es I have collected in S,E. 
Asia, few can yet be named with complete confidence . . Others must be grown under my 
field number only until, in the course of the war, that too gets lost, or until 
someone, expert in the genus, takes them under his wing. But if these notes are in 
any way helpful, I shall feel well rewarded. 

ED: Reprinted from the 1941 Year Book of the British Iris Society. 

********** 

IRIS KUMAONENSIS 

G • P. Bak.Vt 

Iris kumaonensis is one of the best of Frank Smythe's finds when collecting 
plants in the Mount Kamet regions of the Himalayas. It turns out to be an iris 
Which belongs to the Pseudoregelia sect:ion (Dykes) with I. tigrina, I. Kingiana, 
and I. Duthieii as synonyms. It has a compact gnarled rhizome. The leaves, pale 
green and glaucous, are narrow, short, and erect at flowering time, but develop 
later to a height of 24 inches or more. The flowering stems are very short, and the 
special feature is that the large capsule, which tapers to a point, is to be. found 
nestling in the centre of a clump of leaves almost on the surface of the ground. 
The falls are on a white field marked with thick purplish, broken veins, with an 
ovate blade of purple, veined and mottled rather than blotched, with a darker shade 
near the end of the beard. Standards are shorter than the falls, with similar 
mottlings to those on the falls. Seeds are red-brown, with distinct "flat creamy 
aril. 

Dr. Longstaff, who was climbing in Kumaon and Garhwal some years previously 7 

gave me a plant of this section of iris, which turned out to be I. Duthieii, with 
all the characteristics of I. kumaonensis, but instead of a purple flower it is rich 
puce and mottled . 

ED: Reprinted from the 1940 Year Book of the British Iris Society. 

********** 

SPECIAL I'l'EMS 

Homer Metcalf has informed me that the book HANDBOOK OF GARDEN IRISES by W.R. 
Dykes has been reprinted, presumably by the B.I.S., but they don't men~ion jt in their 
1981 Yearbook. I have a copy of the original, which ran .to 250 pages, and as Dykes 
himself says of it, it is meant for the_ home gardener, as was his first and smaller 
book (which I also have at hand) and as he $ays in the preface to his third book the 
first was long out of print now (1924) and his second~ so well known as THE GENUS IRIS 
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and published in 1913.The HANDBOOK would be interesting as a reference and culti 
vation guide but not as useful as THE GENUS IRIS . 

Another new book, worthy of noting, is GROWING IRISES by C.E . Cassidy and S. 
Linnegar, both presently Officers of the B. I. S.. The book contains 160 pages and 
is priced at 6;95. · It is published by Croon Helm Ltd . ~ 2-10 St John 's Road 1 

London SWll, Engl add. It coven, propagation and cultivation, notes on some of the 
common species, diseases and pests and the sources of the great variety of irises 
available. 

I have also learned of the STONECROP NURSERTF.S, Cold Spring N.Y. 10516 In 
spite of the title the crop is not stone but 2lp·ne plants and perennials. They 
list an amazing extensive list of species iris, most of them the easier to grow 
common types, but among the over sixty names listed I noted some rare ones such as 
Ii. rutheniaa, miZesii, reginae, Zacustris, graciZipes, arenaria, sikkinensis, 
sindjarensia, poZakii, forrestii, hexarrona and darwasica. A number of the names, 
particularly spuria types, are syno~ym5: so check out any that may seem new to you, 
they may be old and common under the Lnrent title. 

***** 

EDITOR'S CO.l\'.iiillNTS 

B~uce Richa~d~on 

For this issue I was pleased to receive continuin~ r eports from.Angus Robertson 
in Alaska on hardiness and frtnn Nigel Service on his further experience with 
fer tilit)' in his CaJ~Sibes. These add a bit more to our store of knowledge and our 
thanks go out to them. Roy Davidson's article on the Florida irises, based (n Dr. 
Small's work , will prove interesting to those who have had the pleasure of a vacation 
there and know something of the country. My own experience, on an early trir 
before I knew much about species iris , was seeing a wonderful clump of blue irises 
in front of the motel where we had stopped near Homestead and upon asking, were 
told they had been brought from Indian River (the coastal waterway) where they grew 
wild in the marshes. 

There are a couple of items that do not deal with the species iris, 1mt rather 
with their near relativ~s the Moraea and Libertia 3pecies . There is a world to be 
discovered in the Moraeas. As in previous issues you are invited to tak~ a trip 
into the past with Capt. F. Kingdom Ward to discover new plants in an area quite 
impossible to visit today , even if the species were still there. A war torn 
country is not the best place to preserve a species. 

My thanks also go to the many others who have contributed to this and former 
issues; as has been said before, SIGNA is no more than what its members make it, 
the final result of a team effort. Not too much backlog left on hand for the next 
SIGNA, so send in what happened in your garden this swmner - and don't forget to 
take some slides for the SIGNA collection! 

We've had a tough winter, but really aren 7 t they all? Storms and extra cold 
everywhere and here more snow than normal, a shock after the last two winters with 
far less than normal. No January thaw this winter and the first real melting(and 
flood·ing too) on March 13th. Even with a 40°F. wind the last three days it won't melt 
away as it is ice crystals now and not just snow. Lots left yet on the garden 
and I wonder how our plants ·will survive. Solid ice can cause severe winter damage 
although it is years since this has happened when a winter ice storn put it 211 thick 
and most of the iris died . Hope for better luck this round. ***** 




